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1 INTRODUCTION
The Academy was founded in 1934 by Sir C.V. Raman with

the main objective of promoting the progress and upholding

the cause of science (both pure and applied). It was

registered as a Society under the Societies Registration Act

on 24 April 1934. This year (2009) is therefore the Platinum

Jubilee year of the Academy.

The Academy commenced functioning with 65 Fellows and

the formal inauguration took place on 31 July 1934 at the

Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore. On the afternoon of

that day its first general meeting of Fellows was held during

which Sir C.V. Raman was elected its President and the draft

constitution of the Academy was approved and adopted.

The first issue of  the Academy Proceedings was published in

July 1934.

The present report covering the period from April 2008 to

March 2009 represents the seventy-fifth year of the Academy.
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2 COUNCIL
Two statutory meetings of the Council were held on 5 July and 29–30 November 2008. An additional

meeting of the Council was held at Orange County in Coorg on 19 April 2008 mainly to discuss

programmes for the Platinum Jubilee in 2009.

3 FELLOWSHIP
3.1  2009 ELECTIONS

A total of 348 nominations received for fellowship in different disciplines were considered by the

eight Sectional Committees and subsequently by the Council. Following postal balloting, thirty-

two new Fellows were elected, the fellowship being effective from 1 January 2009. A list of their

names follows while Annexure 1 gives their particulars. Also elected were two new Honorary Fellows.

FELLOWS
1. Arunan, E

2. Balaram, Hemalatha

3. Beig, Gufran-Ullah

4. Bhardwaj, Anil

5. Borges, Renee M

6. Chattopadhyay, Sudip

7. Chitnis, Chetan E

8. Das, Saumitra

9. Datta, Basudeb

10. Dhavale, Dilip D

11. Ghosh, Aswini

12. Gopakumar, Rajesh

13. Kembhavi, A K

14. Madhubala, Rentala

15. Mishra, A C

16. Murty, B Srinivasa

17. Murugavel, R

18. Nandi, Arun Kumar

19. Narahari, Yadati

20. Natarajan, S

21. Nityanand, Soniya

22. Parameswaran, A J

23. Pradeep, T

24. Raghava, G P S

25. Rao, V Ramgopal

26. Rindani, Saurabh D

27. Roy, Rajendra P

28. Sadhale, Parag P

29. Sampath, S

30. Sastry, Srikanth

31. Tuteja, Narendra

32. Vinayachandran, P N

HONORARY FELLOWS
1. Bai, Chunli

2. Zare, Richard N
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3.2 IN MEMORIAM

The Academy regrets to place on record the death of the following 15 Fellows and 2 Honorary

Fellows during the period up to March 2009. Annexure 2 gives additional information about them.

FELLOWS
1. Ghosh, Subir Kumar

2. Gopalakrishna, A

3. Kondal Rao, N

4. Krishna Rao, G S

5. Manna, G K

6. Pant, Devi Datt

7. Ramakrishnan, Alladi

8. Rangarajan, S K

9. Rao, K R

10. Rodriguez, P

11. Sachdev, P L

12. Sarma, N V G

13. Sundaram, C V

14. Sundaram, K

15. Verma, A R

HONORARY FELLOWS
1. Lorenz, Edward N

2. Neuweiler, G

3.3  STRENGTH OF THE FELLOWSHIP

3.4 FELLOWSHIP AND NOMINATION ANALYSIS

Fellows Honorary Fellows

1 April 2008  910 51

Elected (Dec. 2008)  32 2

Deceased (2008 – 2009)  15 2

1 April 2009 927 51

Average age of Fellows during election for the past 20 years (1990 – 2009)
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4 ASSOCIATES
Forty-eight nominations were received and the following 9 were selected as Associates in 2008 (see

also Annexure 3).

1. Anand, V G

2. Dixit, Narendra M

3. Karthikeyan, T

4. Mahajan, N

5. Maulik, Krishanu

6. Mitra, Abhijit

7. Pal, Bipul

8. Parthasarathi, R

9. Sandeep, K

5 PUBLICATIONS
5.1 REPORT ON THE PUBLICATION ARRANGEMENT WITH SPRINGER

The current co-publication agreement with Springer for the international online and print editions

of the ten journals runs till the end of 2009. After considerable reviews and discussions at various

levels within the Academy, an invitation has been sent to Springer to enter into a renewed and

similar agreement for the five year period 2010 – 2014. It is likely that this new agreement will be

formally signed by both parties around mid-July 2009.

5.2 JOURNALS

The following 11 journals continue to be published by the Academy:

1. Bulletin of Materials Science

2. Current Science

3. Journal of Astrophysics and Astronomy

4. Journal of Biosciences

5. Journal of Chemical Sciences (formerly Proceedings Chemical Sciences)

6. Journal of Earth System Science (formerly Proceedings Earth and Planetary Sciences)

7. Journal of Genetics

8. Pramana – Journal of Physics

9. Proceedings – Mathematical Sciences

10. Resonance – Journal of Science Education

11. Sadhana – Engineering Sciences
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The number of pages published with journal-wise information on papers submitted for publication

and circulation figures of journals for the calendar year 2008 are given in Tables 1–3 (see pages

48–49) respectively.

5.3  SPECIAL ISSUES OF JOURNALS

Many special issues of topical importance were published as part of the regular issues of some of

the journals. A description of these follows:

Nanoscience and nanotechnology
Guest Editors : G Sundararajan, T Narasinga Rao

Bulletin of Materials Science, Vol. 31, No. 3,

June 2008, pp. 199–584

Over the past decade, there has been unprecedented global excitement in

various aspects of nanoscience and technology both of which are intimately

intertwined if the immense possibilities afforded by the nanoscales are to be

realized. Nanotechnology is an interdisciplinary field and thus provides

tremendous scope for related technology development in a wide range of areas including

electronics, biotechnology, and materials engineering. Nanotechnology has the potential to

transform the current state-of-art in lowcost solar cells and sensors, faster computers with more

memory capacity, filters for cleaning contaminated water, cancer killing drug molecules and more.

The Nanoscience and Technology Initiative (NSTI) was launched in October 2001 to strengthen the

overall research and development in nanoscience and technology. Under this initiative, about 100

research projects dealing with the synthesis and assembly of nanoparticles, nanotubes, nanowires,

nanoporous solids and nanostructured alloys have been supported until March 2007. NSTI has also

strived to retain a focus on simultaneously granting projects aimed at developing applications,

especially in areas related to structural materials, energy, health and environment.

Many Indian industries are showing interest in evaluating and adopting nanotechnology, thereby

raising the vision of India becoming a globally significant player in the field by translating the

research excitement into products of commercial or strategic significance.

A National Review and Coordination Meeting on Nanoscience and Nanotechnology was held in

Hyderabad in 2007 to provide a forum for bringing together all major research groups working in

nanoscience and nanotechnology, those funded under the NSTI programme as well as others, to

facilitate strong interaction and provide abundant prospects for networking. The following areas

were addressed at the meeting: Synthesis and characterization of nanomaterials, nanocoatings,

nanocomposites, nanobiomaterials and nanofunctional materials. Among the many manuscripts

submitted, 55 were accepted for publication after peer review and these are included in this

volume. The editors hope that this will serve as an archival collection of papers in the rapidly

expanding field of nanoscience and nanotechnology.
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Statistical physics
Guest Editors: S B Santra, S S Manna

Pramana, Vol. 71, No. 2, August 2008, pp. 193–438

Statistical physics is a fundamental branch of physics, like classical or quantum physics. Phenomena

in many different disciplines of science are described and understood in terms of the established

laws and principles of statistical physics. Over the last several decades, statistical physics is being

applied to topics that usually do not come under the purview of the conventional statistical

physics such as biology, soft matters, networks, economics, besides physics of materials. These

branches of research are commonly referred to as multidisciplinary topics of statistical physics.

The International Workshop and Conference on Statistical Physics Approaches to Multidisciplinary

Problems (Guwahati, January 2008) was targetted at discussing these problems in particular. The

objective of this workshop and conference was to bring together scientists working in

multidisciplinary topics of statistical physics and provide a platform for interaction as well as share

their knowledge and experiences with colleagues and students. This volume contains texts of twenty-

four presentations made at the conference.

Aerosols, gases and radiation budget
Guest Editor: K Krishna Moorthy

Journal of Earth System Science, Vol. 117, July 2008,

pp. 241–428

Characterizing the optical, physical, and chemical properties of atmospheric

aerosols, and the spatiotemporal heterogeneities in these caused by the

distributed nature of the sources and sinks, the meso-scale and synoptic scale

dynamics of the atmosphere, and long-range 'trans-boundary' transport at

different altitude levels, with specific focus on the Indian mainland and the surrounding oceans is

of great importance in assessing the radiative impacts and the consequent regional climate

implications. Such efforts call for a comprehensive approach, such as making campaign mode

observations using a variety of instruments over multiple platforms over the land, the ocean and in

the atmosphere (including space).

To accomplish these objectives, an exhaustive field experiment, an Integrated Campaign for

Aerosols, Gases and Radiation Budget (ICARB), was conceived and successfully accomplished by

the Indian Space Research Organization under its Geosphere Biosphere Programme (ISROGBP),

during March – May 2006. This unique and most exhaustive national endeavour had the participation

of more than 120 atmospheric scientists from various institutions in India, and deployed a variety of

instruments. A network of 14 aerosol observatories over the Indian mainland and two islands (one

each in the Arabian Sea and the Bay of Bengal), a fully dedicated, carefully instrumented cruise of

the research vessel Sagar Kanya for a period of 64 days, and an instrumented aircraft making 26

sorties from 5 bases, were all executed in tandem to collect exhaustive scientific information on
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aerosols and the state of the atmosphere around the Indian region and adjoining oceans. An

experiment of this magnitude was conducted for the first time, not only in Asia but perhaps, over

the entire globe as well.

After the completion of the experimental phase of ICARB in May 2006, the voluminous data were

examined by scientists to understand the various aspects of aerosols and gases, in line with the

project objective. This special issue is a compendium of 18 scientific papers from various groups

describing and discussing their findings.

Friction, fretting and wear
Guest Editors: K R Y Simha, Satish V Kailas, T S Srivatsan

Sadhana, Vol. 33, No. 3, June 2008, pp. 175–356

Engineering design and analysis symbolizing artistic imagination and scientific intelligence are the

drivers of modern technology. Extremely stringent specifications pertaining to dimensional accuracy

and surface texture have provided tremendous impetus for the application and appreciation of

surface science and contact mechanics. Reducing friction and wear between moving parts is a

major aspect of fuel efficient design while at the same time ensuring safety and integrity of contacting

components vulnerable to fretting wear, erosion, galling, scuffing and damage. Though these

issues have been discussed and analysed extensively for well over two centuries, clear design

guidelines to combat friction, fatigue and wear of metals, alloys and polymers continue to challenge

scientists and engineers.

Friction, fracture and fatigue control the state of matter in the universe and therefore life. Although

the origin and need for life to evolve on our planet remain unclear, the dominating role of friction,

fracture and fatigue for creating, controlling and sustaining geological, biological and technological

diversity is abundantly and ubiquitously evident around us. Geologically, the origin of continents,

islands and volcanoes is attributed to the fracture and fragmentation of terrestrial crust; biological

diversity is displayed by geckos darting across smooth walls and high ceilings while intelligent

humans continue to slip and fall on rough floors; and, finally, marvellous technological diversity of

emerging materials in the new millennium demonstrates exciting advances in micro/

nanoengineering. The diversity of applications ranging from pharmaceuticals, dental implants,

mining, transportation, space and nuclear medicine underlines the success of rigorous science and

engineering education that prevailed almost until the beginning of the new millennium.

The enigma of friction has occupied human thought since the early dawn of civilization. The saga

of ancient scientists, engineers and artisans to control and conquer friction in moving parts continues

to this day with components shrinking in size but delivering more power. Along with fracture and

fatigue the problem becomes even more enigmatic inasmuch as a comprehensive understanding

of irreversible dissipative phenomena like friction, fracture, fatigue and turbulence requires fusing

together irreconcilably complex concepts of classical and statistical thermodynamics. At this juncture,

it is interesting to witness a delightful interaction and interplay of precepts and concepts
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underpinning seismology and tribology. Modelling friction in triggering tectonic events remains

hugely challenging in spite of extensive field observations and numerical effort. Asperities hold the

key to opening the doors into the mysterious phenomena of stick and slip between sliding blocks

ranging from the submicroscopic to the tectonic scale spanning hundreds of kilometers. Depending

upon the hardness and heterogeneity of asperities, the sliding blocks tangle, jerk, slide and rub their

way like a pair of sumo wrestlers. In a dizzy little earthquake paperback stirring up a cocktail of

fact, myth, grapevine and anecdote, Hough writes: Friction is another notorious geophysical

hedgehog (probably inspired by Lewis Carroll). It is quite plausible that sliding blocks that are

temporarily locked by asperities begin to move when they are deasperated.

Bridging classical and statistical concepts involves integrating over ten orders of magnitude in

time and space in order to capture the rich diversity of fundamental effects entailing electronic

transition, acoustic emission, dislocation dynamics and lattice vibration to mention a few. The role

of phonons and electrons in reducing friction in monolayers appears as esoteric as the emission of

electrons and photons in fracturing rocks while the role of fatigue and cavitation in weakening our

bones through steoporosis is simply taken for granted. Fractoemission (FE) of electrons accompanying

brittle fracture of rocks became a sensational topic attracting diverse opinion among earthquake

experts for a couple of decades culminating in the publication of an entire volume in the journal

Geophysical Research Letters in 1966. The seemingly impenetrable interface between materials

science and mechanics has driven away theoreticians to seek their fortune in experiment and

simulation. The range of products, instruments and techniques to probe into the finer states of

matter to achieve near-zero temperature, vaccum and atomic scale resolution is indeed

devastating. There are exciting developments in molecular models to engineer MEMS and NEMS

devices. While there is no doubt that science is turning nano, solids and structures continue to

succumb to creep, corrosion and cavitation aggravated by heat, vibration and radiation. These

issues have been recently addressed and compiled in a gigantic 10 volume, 130 chapter, 5000

page handbook edited by Ritchie & Murrakami entitled Comprehensive structural integrity cobbling

together the ideas of 193 aerospace, biomechanical, chemical, civil, electrical, mechanical,

metallurgical engineers and scientists from universities and industries drawn from 21 countries. This

special issue is an outcome of the editors' desire to promote students and young researchers working

in the areas of friction, wear, emergent materials, fretting, AE and allied topics. The Internet era has

vastly expanded the scope for acquiring new knowledge leaving little time for students to discover

the joy of learning by integrating and interpreting conflicting results. Intelligence, interest and integrity

of great scientists and engineers inspired the establishment of schools, colleges, universities and

societies for promoting texts and student-friendly journals. Scientific and technical publications

appear to be increasingly becoming monotonous owing to the excessive use of jargon and

technological acronyms unfamiliar to students and junior researchers. Fortunately, the number of

young and interested researchers actively engaged in experimental, theoretical and numerical

modelling of the mechanical behaviour of solids subjected to erosion, abrasion, fretting, fatigue,

impact and wear caused by mechanical, electrical, thermal and magnetic stimuli is steadily growing

in recent years. Although we have come a long way in our journey towards designing that ever-
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elusive ideal material immune to the insidious effects of friction, fracture, fatigue, creep corrosion

and cavitation under the action of thermal, magnetic and nuclear radiation, there is plenty of

room for exciting innovation for future generation of research students and budding inventors. This

collection contains peer reviewed but unpublished articles, research theses and new concepts for

characterizing surface texture. It attempts to capture the challenges faced in advancing our

understanding of friction, fatigue and fracture in the context of emerging materials and technologies

focussing on microstructure, mechanical characterization, mathematical analysis, failure analysis

and technological solutions.

Solar cycle – 24
Guest Editors : Rajmal Jain, P Venkatakrishnan, Judith T Karpen

Journal of Astrophysics and Astronomy, Vol. 29, Nos 1/2, March/June

2008, pp. 1–362

The Physical Research Laboratory (PRL) was founded in 1947 by Vikram A. Sarabhai, initially at his

residence with research on cosmic rays. The laboratory was formally established on 11 November

1947 at the M. G. Science College, Ahmedabad, with support from the Karmkshetra Educational

Foundation and the Ahmedabad Education Society. The initial focus of research was on cosmic

rays and the properties of the upper atmosphere. Research in theoretical physics and radio physics

was later added with grants from the Atomic Energy Commission. The history of solar research at

PRL began with the founding of the Udaipur Solar Observatory in the middle of Fateh Sagar lake in

Udaipur in 1975 and the subsequent taking over by the Department of Space in 1981. PRL celebrated

its Diamond Jubilee during 2006–07.

An international conference on Challenges for Solar Cycle – 24 was organized during January 2007

as a part of this celebration. The conference was attended by more than 140 participants including

40 delegates from outside India. The conference was conceived to address key science issues such

as: What would the behaviour and magnitude of the next solar cycle be? What are the major

questions to be addressed by the international programmes, viz., IHY, Space- Weather, CAWSES

and Sun-Earth connection? Three thematic topics viz. magnetic fields, energetics, and

instrumentation were decided. For each theme, several sub-topics were chosen by the scientific

organizing committee. The topic 'magnetic fields' covered many important subjects such as

evolution of magnetic fields, dynamo, helioseismology, helicity, magneto-convection, and coronal

magnetic fields. The second topic 'energetics' dealt with sub-topics such as solar irradiance, coronal

heating, flares, coronal mass ejections, particle acceleration, IP shocks, solar energetic particles

(SEPs), space-weather and Sun-Earth connection, and IHY and CAWSES programmes. The

'instrumentation' theme covered ground-based high-resolution observations, active and adaptive

optics, next generation instrumentation, current space missions, and future space instruments.

The scientific programme included plenary, invited and contributory talks. This volume presents 46

of the papers presented at the conference and accepted after the due process of refereeing.
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Power electronics
Guest Editor : V T Ranganathan

Sadhana, Vol. 33, No. 5, October 2008, pp. 455–720

Power electronics is an important area of electrical engineering. It broadly deals with controlling

the flow of electrical power using electronic switching devices. The amount of power handled

may vary from a few watts to megawatts. The papers included in this special issue are selected out

of a pool of seventy-six papers presented at the National Power Electronics Conference (NPEC)

2007, held at the Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore in December 2007. They cover a wide spectrum

of areas from power supplies to power system applications.

There are four papers related to power converter topologies. Electrical motor drives form one of

the major application areas of power electronics. The two main concerns are development of

suitable converter topologies and the control of the power converter and the drive. There are five

papers covering this area. The use of power electronic converters in power systems can result in

improvement in several aspects of system operation. There are two papers on power system

applications. In view of the control possibilities offered by the use of power converters and the

newly emerging applications, there has been a lot of interest in having a re-look at the design of

electrical machines. Two papers look at this aspect. The metallurgical industry has given rise to

much work in the development of power electronic converters for applications like rolling mill

drives, arc furnaces, electrolysis plants, induction heating and welding. An important application

that has emerged recently is that of electromagnetic stirring in the processing of molten aluminium.

There are papers covering these aspects. It is hoped that this volume will be of interest to a large

audience, consisting not only of power electronics professionals but also of scientists and engineers

working in related areas.

Neutron scattering
Guest Editors : R Mukhopadhyay and S L Chaplot

Pramana, Vol 71, Nos 4/5, October/November 2008,

pp. 661–1208

This volume contains articles presented at the International Symposium on

Neutron Scattering (ISNS), held at the Bhabha Atomic Research Centre in

January 2008. Neutron scattering has been and remains one of the principal

physics research areas almost since DAE's R&D activities were launched in 1954. Indeed, soon after

Homi Bhabha started the atomic energy programmes in India, and the Atomic Energy  Establishment

Trombay (now BARC) was created, the task to set up Asia's first research reactor APSARA was taken

up and completed in about 16 months in August 1956. Physics research with it started almost

immediately and neutrons from this reactor were not only used for nuclear physics research, but

also for condensed matter research. These efforts were led by P K Iyengar, who pioneered several

experimental developments around APSARA beam lines. Amongst the other pioneers, who built

equipment for using the neutrons from APSARA reactor for different kinds of experiments such as
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diffraction, inelastic scattering or magnetic neutron scattering, one was G Venkataraman, honoured

at this Symposium.

The symposium covered various aspects of neutron scattering research and applications in physics,

chemistry, biology and material science. More than 200 participants from 15 countries including

several world leaders and others attended the symposium. Many dignitaries including some pioneers

of the neutron scattering activity in India graced the occasion and participated in the deliberations.

There were 48 invited talks and 90 contributed poster papers. The talks included topics on new

experimental facilities, and studies involving diffraction, magnetism, biological systems, hydrogen

and diffusion, dynamics, neutron optics, small-angle scattering, reflectometry, and other

applications. Present-day mega-facilities, upcoming as well as proposed ones, were presented.

Other presentations covered a wide range of science being pursued all over the world. Parallel

sessions were avoided, which enabled a broad exposure to all the major fields of neutron scattering

for everyone.

Seismic Microzonation
Guest Editor : T G Sitharam

Journal of Earth System Science, Vol. 117, No. S2,

November 2008 , pp. 647–896

Seismic microzonation involves the assessing of seismic hazards at local scales

to enable incorporating the local site effects with more rigorous inputs such

as site-specific geology, geophysical, geotechnical and seismotectonic details.

Compiling all this information in the proper format for the use of planners,

developers, decision makers and insurance companies, etc., is another important aspect of

microzonation. Knowledge of past earthquakes, geometry and the characteristics of faults in the

region, attenuation relationships, site characterization, site response, ground amplification,

liquefaction susceptibility, landslide possibilities, etc., is essential for carrying out the microzonation

exercise.

Considering the social and economic implications of seismic microzonation, it is imperative that

each of these parameters is carefully represented and the maps are presented in the appropriate

scales, in user-friendly formats and with clarity.

This special issue of the Journal of Earth System Science published by the Indian Academy of Sciences

comprises articles addressing concerns related to different components of Seismic Microzonation

along with some case studies. Seismic hazard assessment by deterministic approach; important

parameters of maximum magnitude (Mmax) estimation for different regions with case studies and

parameters affecting the uncertainties on the estimation of Mmax; modelling acceleration time

histories and synthetic ground models, their importance for ground response analysis and

microzonation; site response studies using equivalent linear one-dimensional model, numerical

models and experimental studies are all discussed in these papers. Case studies on seismic hazard
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mapping and seismic microzonation of cities have also been included. This special issue also contains

recent research in the area of seismic hazard assessment, site response studies, and evaluation of

dynamic properties, liquefaction and microzonation.

Circadian rhythms
Guest Editors : Vijay K Sharma and Robert J Lucas

Journal of Genetics, Vol. 87, No. 5, December 2008,

pp. 435–519

It was not too long ago that the very mention of the phrase 'biological clock'

generated cynical responses from biologists. Yet, today biological clocks are

one of the best understood complex phenomena in biology. The main reason

for the early scepticism was probably the close resemblance of these rhythms

to many geophysical cycles, and the lack of clear evidence for their adaptive value. No doubt

such criticism led to the field becoming more rigorous and logical. It forced people to conduct

experiments to find out the genetic basis of clocks, leading to the discovery of clock genes, and

their anatomical correlates the circadian pacemakers, and to study behaviours with direct adaptive

implications such as leaf movement in plants, adult emergence rhythm in fruit flies and foraging in

honeybees. This also motivated people to carry out experiments in environments where there would

be little or no influence of geophysical and cosmic-cycles. However, it was not until 1971 when Ron

Konopka and Seymour Benzer identified the first clock gene period (per) in Drosophila melanogaster,

which mapped on to the right arm of the X chromosome, that sceptics were won over. There has

been no looking back ever since. Several clock genes have subsequently been identified in a wide

range of organisms, and their roles in the molecular clockwork elucidated. Some other milestones

in this journey were the identification and characterization of frequency (frq), one of the core clock

genes in the fungus Neurospora crassa by Jerry F. Feldman's group, timeless (tim) in D. melanogaster

by Michael W. Young's group, and identification and characterization of CLOCK in mammals by

Joseph Takahashi's group.

Further work building on these findings led to the formulation of a functional model for the circadian

clockwork based on a transcriptional-translational feedback loop, comprising of transcripts and

proteins of several core clock genes. The clock receives sensory information in order to retain

synchrony with local time, and communicates with the rest of the organism via a wide array of

rhythmic output signals including pigment dispersing factor (PDF) in insects and VIP, AVP, and

other neurotransmitters in mammals. While the molecular mechanisms of biological clocks were

being explored in a few model organisms, the search for the location of pacemaker sites was also

underway. Finally, the master circadian pacemaker in mammals was localized to the

suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) located in the third ventricle of the hypothalamus by two

independent groups: F K Stephan and Irvin Zucker, and Robert Y Moore and V B Eichler in 1974. In D.

melanogaster too, circadian pacemakers were localized in the lateral and dorsal part of the

brain; a number of neuronal subgroups were identified to be the circadian pacemaker neurons,
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based on their expression of clock proteins and neurotransmitters. These findings gave a great

boost to research in circadian neurobiology.

Chronobiology has made, and is still making, tremendous progress at breakneck speed. This success

is primarily due to the integrative approach followed in this area, an approach that was a pivotal

part of this discipline right from its inception. Organisms were observed in nature and under controlled

laboratory conditions, leading to the formulation of hypotheses which, in turn, led to construction

of models, and models led to standardized experiments which were then used to study a host of

different organisms ranging from bacteria to humans. By 1960, when the first meeting of

chronobiologists was held at Cold Spring Harbor, the field already knew where it was heading and

what the essential questions were. Thus, a clear research goal and programme were in place that

eventually resulted in an explosion of knowledge about circadian timing systems. Circadian biologists

felt a need to move forward by incorporating different approaches in biology – ecological,

behavioural, genetic, molecular, cellular, neuroendocrine and physiological, including studies of

phenomena with obvious adaptive values such as photoperiodism, hibernation, and migration.

Integrative studies on a few focal organisms provided us with a better understanding of molecular,

cellular and organismal integration of the circadian machinery and its functioning. Although the

past three decades have witnessed enormous progress in understanding the molecular mechanisms

of circadian rhythmicity, the field has not neglected other aspects of chronobiology. Thus, while

some researchers have used newly devised tools in molecular genetics to discover more elements

of the core clock mechanism and to understand the circadian clockwork at molecular and

physiological levels, others continued to probe the key characteristics of circadian rhythms at the

whole organism level – a true hallmark of an integrative approach in biology.

Circadian rhythms are one of the most tractable phenomena in biology for which molecular

phenomena in the cell can be connected to complex whole-organism behaviours. What is most

remarkable is that rhythmic signals generated in the cells travel practically unperturbed all the way

to their target organs that eventually regulate behaviour. This provides us with a unique opportunity

to tap the signals at various levels of biological organization. This special issue of Journal of Genetics

entitled ‘Circadian Rhythms: From Genes to Behaviour’ has tried to represent this aspect of our

discipline. While the issue contains papers on hardcore molecular biology and genetics, such as

those on the role of CLOCK protein, casein kinase I, and microRNAs in the regulation of circadian

rhythms, genetic variability in clock genes, molecular interface between metabolic and clock

genes and the neurogenetic basis of circadian rhythms, papers that highlight the role of circadian

clocks in the regulation of behaviour are also included. This was done to exemplify the inherently

integrative nature of circadian rhythm research, because at the core of all these studies lies a

genetic architecture which is responsible for driving rhythmic behaviour on a circadian time scale.

The editors hope that readers will sense the spirit of excitement that permeates the field of circadian

biology today: the papers included in this issue represent the breadth, scope and vigour of a field

that is progressing at a remarkably rapid speed. This special issue also registers our deepest

appreciation for three people who were instrumental in laying the foundation of the field of circadian
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biology: Erwin Bünning, Colin S. Pittendrigh, and Jurgen Aschoff, and for all those who are responsible

for shaping it to its present form.

Evolutionary genetics
Guest editors : Amitabh Joshi and Laurence D. Mueller

Journal of Genetics, Vol. 87, No. 4, December 2008,

pp. 319–433

This year marks a hundred and fifty years since the formal enunciation of the

principle of natural selection as a driver of adaptive evolution, through the

reading of papers by Charles Darwin and Alfred Wallace to the Linnaean

Society at London. It is also a hundred years since the independent publication

of papers by Wilhelm Weinberg and G H Hardy that together laid the foundations of population

genetics. If that were not enough to make this an important anniversary for evolutionary genetics,

it is also 90 years since the publication of R A Fisher's landmark paper reconciling the statistical

results of the biometricians with the discrete form of inheritance explained by Mendelian principles,

creating the field of quantitative genetics and making possible the interface between genetics

and evolution that led eventually to the Neo-Darwinian synthesis in the midtwentieth century.

Since Darwin's early speculations on mechanisms of particulate inheritance, genetics has been

very closely intertwined with evolution, for after all it is heredity that provides the link between

generations of discrete organisms whose changing characteristics over generations are explained

by evolutionary theory. The Journal of Genetics has been active in publishing research on the

interface between genetics and evolution practically since its inception in 1910, and especially

during the decades of JBS Haldane's stewardship of the journal. The journal is therefore pleased to

mark the various anniversaries referred to above with this special issue on 'Evolutionary genetics:

150 years of natural selection'. The eleven articles in this issue are intended to provide a combination

of an historical overview on important questions in evolutionary genetics and vignettes of present-

day research in the field. The coverage is not comprehensive, and there are some emerging areas

that, unfortunately, could not be covered.

High energy physics phenomenology
Guest Editor : Rahul Basu

Pramana, Vol. 72, No. 1, January 2009, pp. 1–302

The tenth Workshop in High Energy Physics Phenomenology (WHEPP X) was held at the Institute of

Mathematical Sciences, Chennai in January 2008. There were about 110 participants. There were 12

plenary talks and 8 non-overlapping working group talks. This issue of Pramana includes many of

the presentations made in the Workshop.

The WHEPP series has now become a regular feature of the Indian phenomenology community, so

much so that it has built a reputation for itself even amongst non-Indian phenomenologists. This is
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because many of the notable phenomenologists around the world have participated some time

or the other in WHEPP. For the first time, cosmology was included in the neutrino and astroparticle

working group, in keeping with the increasing overlap of cosmology with particle and astroparticle

physics. In addition, the other working groups were QCD and QGP, collider and flavour physics

and beyond standard model physics (including model building).

Interactive theorem proving
Guest Editor : Raja Natarajan

Sadhana, Vol. 34, No. 1, February 2009, pp. 1-220

Research in the area of automated reasoning is largely concentrated around two major themes –

automotive theorem proving and interactive theorem proving. The goal of automated theorem

proving, as the name suggests, is to try to prove a wide range of mathematical theorems using a

computer in an automatic fashion. On the other hand, interactive theorem proving tries to achieve

similar goals, but in the form of a collaborative effort between human beings and computers. This

special issue of Sadhana consisting of five articles is concerned with the discipline of interactive

theorem proving.

The focus of interactive theorem proving is to present, in a fully formalised way, all the axioms,

definitions, computations and proofs within any mathematical subject. While the proofs themselves

come from humans, the formalizations are meant to be done such that a computer can verify the

correctness of the claims. At present there are two major areas of applications of interactive

theorem proving. One of them is formalization of mathematics and its proofs, while the other is

formal verification of computer systems. The papers in this volume provide an introduction and

overview of research on some of the basic issues of interactive theorem proving and its applications.
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6 DISCUSSION MEETING
Crystal engineering and non-covalent interactions
Orange County, Coorg, 22 – 25 February 2009

Convener : T N Guru Row

Non-covalent interactions lie at the heart of supramolecular chemistry, which is beyond molecules.

Crystal engineering is a subset of supramolecular chemistry, and is concerned with the understanding

of intermolecular interactions in the context of crystal packing and in the utilization of such

understanding in the design of new solids with desired physical and chemical properties. The

renaissance of crystal engineering occurred through the pioneering contributions of Schmidt et al,

in 1960s and exploded in the last 15 years into a highly active area of research. This growth has been

propelled by exciting prospects associated with the ability to engineer solid state properties. Control

of crystal packing is invaluable for development of solid materials that exhibit properties such as

nonlinear optical activity, ferromagnetic behaviour, electrical conductivity, zeolite-like behaviour,

pharmaceutical property, solid state reactivity etc. Incidentally, the control and prediction of crystal

packing based on structures of constituent molecular component is a formidable task. Crystal

structure prediction is frustrated by a multitude of weaker interactions that lead to a number of

free energy minima very near the global minimum. Crystal structure prediction of even the simplest

crystalline solids based on the knowledge of their chemical composition has long been perceived

almost impossible. With ever increasing knowledge of intermolecular interactions and recognition

of robust supramolecular synthons, great strides have been made in recent years towards the

ultimate goal of crystal structure control and prediction. With the exploitation of co-ordinate

covalents bonds, creation of diverse discrete metal-organic architectures as well as a number of

ordered metal organic frameworks (MOFs) has been demonstrated. The metalorganic complexes

and frameworks continue to be developed in pursuit of applications in gas adsorption, catalysis,

separation, etc. The knowledge of a variety of non-covalent interactions that form the glue between

molecules is of fundamental importance in guiding molecular organization in a predictive manner.

Non-covalent interactions form the basis for supramolecular chemistry in general, and are pivotal

for controlling molecular self-assembly, molecular recognition, reactivity, functions, etc. The crystal
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structure database is a fertile land for extricating a wealth of information.

The Indian scientific community in crystal engineering and non-covalent interactions is quite vibrant.

There are a number of scattered groups across the country engaged in a highly competitive research

in the aforementioned areas. Except the national crystallographic conference, there is hardly any

forum for the small, yet dynamic practising crystal engineering scientists to get together under one

umbrella and exchange the knowledge of individuals. Crystal engineering has now come of age,

and is fairly advanced as an area of research. Time is therefore ripe for practitioners to dwell on

contemporary themes and deliberate upon the future directions. This discussion meeting entitled

‘Crystal engineering and non-covalent interactions: contemporary themes and futuristic

developments’ was held at Orange County from February 22 – 25, 2009. It brought together active

scientists under one roof.

Twenty five scientists including four from abroad working in diverse domains of structural chemistry

with non-covalent interactions as a central theme participated in the meeting. The inaugural talk

was given by Kumar Biradha (IIT, Kharagpur) who presented his recent work on the self-assembly of

tethered bis-amides, co-crystals, double photodimerization in the solid state and metalorganic

frameworks generated from rationally designed organic ligands. This was followed by two talks by

S. Natarajan (IISc, Bangalore) and C. Lecomte (Univ. of Nancy, France). The former introduced

polymorphism in MOFs and presented examples from his group in the backdrop of examples known

in the literature. Lecomte gave a quick recap of the concepts of 'atoms in molecules', and

elaborated on application of chargedensity studies, based on high resolution diffraction, to gain

more insights concerning halogen-halogen interactions. High zeal and intensity were witnessed in

the next two days, in terms of the level of the presentations and the depth of the discussions that

followed. As many as 20 talks were given by the participants in two sessions, each day spread over

the morning and the late evening. The talks spanned such diverse themes as polymorphism, co-

crystals, network solids, effect of mechanical stress on organic crystals, anion recognition, cryo-

cocrystallization, symmetry-independent molecules in crystals and robust non-metal-carboxylate

clusters, various aspects of charge density, supramolecular synthons and solid state reactivity,

inorganic minerals, metal-ligand co-ordination unit-controlled tectons, highthroughput synthesis

of zeolitic imidazolates, halogen bonding, chemical transformation in porous crystals,

supramolecular gels, non-covalent interactions in biomacromolecules and drug discovery. The

talks on experimental chemistry were nicely complemented by presentations from N. Sathyamurthy

(IISER, Chandigarh) and V. Subramanian (CLRI, Chennai). The latter enlightened the audience about

the results of theoretical investigations on aromatic stacking interactions and self-assembly of organic

molecules into exotic structures.

On the final day, J. N. Moorthy (IIT, Kanpur) talked about unusual high Z' structures in sterically

hindered acids and amides. G. R. Desiraju (University of Hyderabad) concluded the meeting with a

captivating journey through the world of supramolecular synthons and by offering a holistic view

of supramolecular synthons in crystal engineering. The topics covered were diverse, the quality was

rich and the discussions absorbing. The discussion meeting was truly interdisciplinary with a range

of activities covered within the ambit of crystal engineering.
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7 MID-YEAR MEETING 2008
The 19th Mid-Year Meeting (MYM) of the Academy was held on 4–5 July 2008 at the Indian Institute

of Science, Bangalore. Close to 200 outstation Fellows and Associates, about 30 invited teachers,

and a large number of Fellows in Bangalore, attended this meeting. On 3rd July 2008, the day prior

to the MYM, a special day-long programme involving the Teacher invitees

was arranged, and in addition, the Science Education Panel including

representatives from INSA and NASI held its annual meeting. The MYM

included two Special Lectures, one Public Lecture and twenty one brief

twenty minute presentations by newly elected Fellows and Associates. In

his Special Lecture titled 'The joy of exploring the rich repertoire of

carbohydrate motifs and their shapely lectin receptors', A. Surolia described

the diverse biological functions of lectins mainly

involving cellular recognition. He also dwelt on

their being coded for by multiple linked genes. The other special Lecture

titled ‘Structural transitions: Discrete versus continuous’ by Srikumar Banerjee

dealt with chosen alloys to illustrate significant variations in phase

transitions. The alloys discussed are of the Ni-Mo and Zr-Al types, and the

transition processes could be by discrete nucleation and growth, or by

amplification of a concentration fluctuation. The dynamics of the transition

processes can be followed using electron diffraction patterns and high

resolution electron microscopy, and the sequence of symmetry changes can be followed.

The very largely attended Public Lecture by Anil Kakodkar on 'Evolving Indian

nuclear programme: Rationale and perspectives' covered in depth a

currently very important issue of great public interest. The speaker outlined

the important aspects of India's three-phase nuclear power programme:

uranium-based pressurised heavy water reactors, plutonium-based fast

breeder reactors and thorium-based reactors. This strategy and sequence

are determined by India's available resources on the one hand, and the

neutron irradiation properties of the relevant isotopes on the other. The

long term focus of the entire programme, and the energy needs and projections up to about 2050,

were clearly brought out in the presentation. The discussion after the lecture was wide-ranging and

lively.

The short presentations covered as always an astonishing range of areas: high speed aircraft air

intake; the Sun and the ionosphere; the Indian monsoon over the past four centuries; communication

complexity; magnetism in neutron stars; dramatic improvements in leather tanning; and the

monitoring of wild life populations. The full programme is given in Annexure 4.

Anil Kakodkar

Srikumar Banerjee

A Surolia
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8 ANNUAL MEETING 2008 –
NEW DELHI

The seventy-fourth Annual Meeting of the Academy, the last major event before the launching of

several Platinum Jubilee programmes, was hosted by the Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi

during 31 October – 2 November, 2008. The number of Fellows and Associates attending was

about 180. At some of the lectures many school students were present in the audience; however

overall, the participation by faculty and students from the many institutions in Delhi was somewhat

less than may have been expected, no doubt in part due to logistical reasons. A special meeting

with about 32 teacher invitees was held on 30 October in the evening. The Presidential address by

D Balasubramanian was titled "The human eye lens: A tissue that age does wither, custom does

stale" (with due acknowledgement to the bard). It was a fascinating account of the structure,

composition and ageing processes of the lens, a real 'eye-opener'. To put this in perspective, one

may recall that we humans (and our near relatives) are intensely visual creatives, with as much as

40% of our brain capacity devoted to sight. So the eye is our prime sense.

We learnt that the great impressionist Claude Monet, whose enchanting

paintings of water lilies date from 1899, started losing vision by 1908;

cataract was diagnosed in 1923, good corrective glasses were available

by 1925, but he lived only till 1926. The effects of his deteriorating vision

seem evident in his late works. We also learnt that worldwide 1% of the

population suffers blindness – of which 60% are cataracts, 10% infections,

8% due to lack of glasses. Cataract, like Alzheimer's, is an age-related

problem; and in India 5 million cataract surgeries are carried out annually.D Balasubramanian
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Some of the reputed institutions in this field are the LV Prasad Eye Institute in

Hyderabad, the Aravinda group in Madurai, and the Sankar Nethralaya group

based in Chennai. Narayani Gupta's public lecture, 'Delhi – the city of many

gates' traced the fascinating history of this city over more than a thousand

years, its cosmopolitan nature and mix of cultures, as

well as the birth of Urdu and beautiful new architectural

styles. All this rich heritage is so easily missed if one is

embroiled in the hassles of contemporary life and movement in the capital.

C Rangarajan's public lecture, 'The state of the Indian economy – Achievements

and challenges' was a scholarly appraisal of our situation and prospects in

the midst of the present worldwide crisis. The comforting thought was that

thanks to some prudence and caution over the years we would not suffer as

much as many other countries.

There were two technical special lectures: Ajay Sood on 'Fascinating

dynamics of soft matter', and K Muralidhar on 'Mammalian prolactin'. Sood

dwelt on the behaviour of matter in nonequilibrium conditions, a subject

overlapping with chemistry, biology, chemical

engineering, and materials science. Like some others,

soft matter too is a subject 'san frontieres'. Muralidhar

covered a research effort of more than three decades with origins in the

Indian Institute of Science, then continued at the University of Hyderabad,

and finally at Delhi University.

Two other truly notable events of the meeting were a

Panel Discussion on 'Women in Science', and on the cultural side, a brilliantly

choreographed and performed ballet 'Karna' in the Mayurbhanj Chau

tradition. A report on the Panel Discussion will appear soon at the Academy

website, and will lead later to a Position Paper from the Academy.

The other events in the programme, which overall was a very rich one, were

18 lectures by Fellows/Associates, a Symposium on 'Complexity and

computation in the natural sciences', and one on 'Energy'. The former covered

stochastic processes and statistical physics, biochemical pathways, the Indian monsoon, and

turbulence. The latter covered

photovoltaic technologies,

present status and prospects of

nuclear energy, and energy from

bio-resources. The full programme

is given in Annexure 5.

Ajay Sood

K Muralidhar

C Rangarajan

Narayani Gupta

Rahul Pandit
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9 SCIENCE EDUCATION
PROGRAMME
Besides the publication of the science education monthly Resonance, four main activities continue

to be carried out under this programme towards attempts to improve the state of science education

and teaching in the country. These are (a) summer fellowships (b) participation of teachers in

meetings (c) refresher courses for teachers (d) lecture workshops for student/teachers.

Both the Indian National Science Academy, New Delhi and the National Academy of Sciences,

India, Allahabad, have joined this Academy since April 2007 in running these programmes. Two

representatives each from INSA and NASI are permanent invitees to the Academy Science Education

Panel, and these programmes are planned in a coordinated manner. The expenses for all these

activities are equally shared by the three Academies.

9.1 Summer fellowships

This has become an important component of the science education programmes of the Academy.

Summer Fellowships are awarded to bright students and motivated teachers to work with Fellows

of the Academy on research-oriented projects. Started on a relatively small scale in 1995, the

programme has grown in size both in terms of the number of applications received and the number

of fellowships awarded. This programme conducted by the Academy has an all-India character in

that the selected summer fellows work in institutions across the country. During 2008, 65 teachers

and 412 students from all over the country availed the summer fellowships working at institutions

across the country. Fellows of all the three Academies acted as mentors for these summer fellows.

9.2 Participation of teachers in Academy meetings

The Academy has a database of teachers from colleges and universities all over the country based

on recommendations received from Fellows of the Academy. A few of these teachers are invited

to the Academy mid-year and annual meetings every year to give them an opportunity to attend

scientific lectures and to meet and interact with Fellows. About 70 teachers attended the Academy

meetings in Bangalore and Delhi. Over the past decade, about 800 teachers have attended

Academy meetings.

9.3 Refresher courses for teachers

This important all-India programme is designed to help motivated teachers improve their

background knowledge and teaching skills. The course is normally for two weeks and teachers

selected from all over the country undergo a rigorous course of lectures, discussions and tutorial

sessions. During the last ten years refresher courses on a variety of topics have been organized

throughout the country. The following refresher courses were held during the year.
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(a) Experimental physics – IX

Bharathiar University, Coimbatore, 16 – 31 May 2008

No. of participants : 22 teachers and 13 students from Bharathiar University and affiliated colleges

Course Director: R Srinivasan (Bangalore)

Course Coordinator : D Mangalaraj (Bharathiar University, Coimbatore)

Resourse Persons : K R S Priolkar and S M Sadique (Goa University, Goa), Efrem D'Sa (Carmel College,
Goa), S B Gudennavar (Christ College, Bangalore), S B Syamala (M G College, Thiruvananthapuram),
Manohar L Naik (GVM's H. S. School, Goa)

Unlike previous all India Refresher Courses, this course was meant exclusively for teachers and students
of Bharathiar University and its affiliated colleges in Coimbatore. The following experiments were
covered in the course: Constant current source circuit; I-V characteristics; temperature coefficient
of resistance and band gap of a semiconductor; signal generator circuit; capacitance measuring
circuit; Stefan's constant; thermal and electrical conductivity of copper; dielectric constant of
benzene and dipole moment of acetone; AC experiments; AC bridges; calibration of lock-in-amplifier
and measurement of low resistance; measurement of mutual inductance with lock-in-amplifier;
AC bridge circuit; lock-in-amplifier circuit; measurement of relaxation time of a serial light bulb;
thermal diffusivity of brass.

(b) Science through environment and computers: Student-oriented skills for quality teaching and
research

HNB Garhwal University, 24 May – 4 June 2008

No. of participants : 55 students and teachers from senior schools/colleges/faculty from Pauri, Tehri,
Uttarakhand campus of University
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(c) Experimental physics – X

University of Pondicherry, 7 – 22 July 2008

No. of participants : About 36 students and
teachers from Pondicherry University and
different colleges in Pondicherry

Course Director : R Srinivasan (Bangalore)

Course Co-ordinator : G Govinda Raj
(Pondicherry University)

Resource Persons : R Srinivasan (Bangalore), S M Sadique, K R S Priolkar, J B C Efram D'Sa (Goa
University), M S Chandrashekara, Gnana Prakash, Umesh Mohan, B Neelima, S Sivaprakasam,
Prabhava Sai Narayan (University of Mysore).

The first two days were devoted to giving the participants an introduction of the concept of
experiments. On the remaining days the first hour was devoted to a lecture while the remaining
seven hours were taken up for doing the experiments on that topic. The lectures and experiments
covered in the course are listed below: (a) constant current source temperature coefficient of
resistance of Cu and band gap of semiconductor; (b) signal generator; capacitance circuit; (c)
temperature regulator; dielectric measurements; thermal diffusivity; (d) Stefan's constant; thermal
and electric conductivity of copper; (e) AC experiments; AC bridges; and (f) lock-in-amplifier:
measurement of mutual inductance; thermal relaxation of a bulb; errors and their analysis.

(d) Experimental physics – XI

Madurai Kamaraj University, 22 December 2008 – 7 January 2009

No. of participants : About 9 teachers and 27 students from different colleges and school of physics
of the university

Course Director : R Srinivasan (Bangalore)

Course Co-ordinator : S Natarajan (Madurai Kamaraj University)

Resource Persons : K R S Priolkar, Efram D'Sa and S M Sadique (Goa University), S B Gudennavar
(Christ College, Bangalore), R Srinivasan (Bangalore)
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(e) Experimental physics – XII

Bharathidasan University, Tiruchirappalli,
19 January – 3 February 2009

No. of participants : About 28 students and staff
from various colleges affiliated to Bharathidasan
University

Course Director : R Srinivasan (Bangalore)

Course Co-ordinator : S Dhanuskodi (Bharathidasan
University, Tiruchirappalli)

Resource Persons : R Srinivasan, P Kaliannan, S Dhanuskodi, K Tamilmaran, M Senthilvelan,
P Muruganatham, R Ramesh Babu (Bharathidasan University)

Following the pattern of the last few Experimental Physics refresher courses, the present course was
meant only for teachers representing different colleges affiliated to Bharathidasan University (BDU),
Tiruchirappalli. R Srinivasan, the main architect of this programme, had a few weeks earlier trained
all the Resource Persons of the present course, to have a first hand experience in carrying out a
selected number of experiments. The resource persons were thus able to explain to the participants
the theory of practice (of the selected experiments) followed by sixteen practical sessions. The
participants were divided into 12 groups and all the 18 experiments were completed successfully
by the participants. The following lectures formed part of the course: (a) constant current source;
temperature regulator; signal generator; errors and their analysis; temperature coefficient of
resistance of copper and band gap of semiconductor; (b) measurement of self-inductance and
capacitance; series and parallel resonance circuits; (c) dielectric constant of benzene and acetone;
thermal conductivity of copper; (d) thermal diffusivity; calibration of Si diode and thermocouple;
(e) Stefan's constant; thermal relaxation of a bulb; (f) calibration of a lock-in amplifier; measurement
of low resistance using lockin amplifier; and (g) AC bridge circuits; low pass filter; high pass filter.
In addition there were special lectures on magnetization switching dynamics in nanomagnets
(M Daniel, BDU), on nonlinear optical materials (S Dhanuskodi), and on nonlinear electronic circuits
(M Lakshmanan, BDU).

Experimental Kits

As part of the activities of the Science Education Panel, the Academy has been organizing two-
week Refresher Courses in Experimental Physics for the benefit of teachers since 2001. So far ten such
courses have been held in Goa, Kalpakkam, Rajkot, Bhavnagar, Mysore, Guwahati, Chennai,
Thiruvananthapuram, Coimbatore and Pondicherry. These courses are meant for improving the
laboratory programmes at the B.Sc and M.Sc physics levels. R Srinivasan, along with the late K R
Rao, has been instrumental in running this programme. In order to run these courses, R Srinivasan
has conceived and developed several user friendly experiments to illustrate the principles of physics.
The experiments use analogue circuits and all the circuits and set-ups required were initially assembled
with the assistance of a group in the physics department from Goa University consisting of K R
Priolkar, D'Sa and Sadique. Annexure 6a lists the components included in the kit and Annexure 6b
gives a list of experiments that can be conducted using this kit.

R Srinivasan, had a few months ago, identified a company in Bangalore (Ajay Sensors and Instruments)
who have now been given the licence to manufacture these kits and sell them to colleges on
payment. Each kit will cost approximately Rs. 50,000/- excluding taxes, packing and freight charges.
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9.4 Lecture workshops for students/teachers

Each kit will come with a CD of the manual for the experiments. These kits will be used in the
Refresher Courses to be conducted in future.

Already a few Universities in the South have agreed  to introduce these experiments in their B.Sc
and M.Sc curricula in colleges. One kit was formally presented to the University of Mysore at a brief
function on 9 September 2008.

Lecture workshops held at various venues
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(1) Mathematics
Pondicherry University, Pondicherry, 3–5 April 2008

Convener: K M Tamizhmani (Pondicherry University, Pondicherry)

Co-ordinator: V Muruganandam (Pondicherry University, Pondicherry)

Speakers: N M Bujurke (University of Dharwad, Dharwad), S Kumaresan (University of Hyderabad,
Hyderabad),  M Lakshmanan (Bharathidasan University, Tiruchirappalli), G Misra, S Thangavelu (IISc,
Bangalore).

Participants: 110 Students from Pondicherry University and from various colleges in Pondicherry

Topics covered: Computational mathematics; calculus and geometry; mechanics; linear algebra
and infinite dimensional geometry and analysis.

(2) Current topics in chemistry
St. Thomas College, Palai, 10–11 April 2008

Convener: K L Sebastian, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore

Co-ordinator: G D Gem Mathew, St. Thomas College, Palai

Speakers: K L Sebastian, Uday Maitra, G Mugesh (IISc, Bangalore); Suresh Das (NIIST,
Thiruvananthapuram)

Participants: 150 Students and teachers from Colleges in and around Palai

Topics covered: Quantum mechanics; molecular motors; IR and NMR spectroscopy; photoresponsive
liquid crystals; photochemistry of vision; bioinorganic chemistry–metalloproteins; biomedicinal
inorganic chemistry; chemistry education software; improving the quality of chemistry education.

(3) Trends in medical biotechnology
NMKRV College for Women, Bangalore, 10–11 April 2008

Convener: V Nagaraja, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore

Co-ordinator: Suman Prasad, NMKRV College

Speakers: G Padmanaban, P N Rangarajan, K Somasundaram, P B Sheshagiri, M S Shaila, K N Balaji,
and V Nagaraja (IISc, Bangalore); Hema Balaram and Ranga Udaykumar (JNCASR, Bangalore)

Participants: 250 students and teachers from 17 colleges in Bangalore

Topics covered: Molecular medicine; vaccine development; cancer diagnosis and treatment;
embryonic stem cell biology; gene therapy; modern approaches to counter malaria; HIV – the
enigmatic Houdini; new therapeutic approaches to counter resurgent tuberculosis; apoptosis –
friend or foe; conventional vaccines to edible vaccines.

(4) Molecular biology
Mangalore University, Cauvery Campus, Madikeri, 11–12 April 2008

Convener: K Muniyappa, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore

Co-ordinator: Chandrashekar G. Joshi, Post Graduate Centre, Mangalore University, Madikeri

Speakers: K Muniyappa, C Durga Rao, Ram Rajasekharan, P N Rangarajan, K Sekar (IISc, Bangalore)

Participants: 125 students and faculty from colleges in Madikeri, Sullia, Ujre, Puttur, Mangalore and
Bangalore

Topics covered: Metabolism; the RNA world; regulation of gene expression; the changing portrait
of genetic material; gene expression; biomolecules; lipid biosynthesis; telomeres; vaccines; internet
servers for bioinformatics.
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(5) Frontiers in natural resource management
College of Forestry, Kerala Agricultural University, Thrissur, 25–26 June 2008

Convener: L N Santhakumaran, Institute of Wood Science and Technology, Bangalore

Co-ordinator: B Mohan Kumar, College of Forestry, Thrissur

Speakers: K V Peter, B Mohan Kumar, P A Nazeem, C T Abraham, E V Anoop (Kerala Agricultural
University); S Sankar (Kerala Forest Research Institute), L N Santhakumaran (Institute of Wood Science
and Technology, Bangalore)

Participants : 69 students and teachers from institutions in Thrissur

Topics covered: Horticulture; climate change and biodiversity; biotechnology in agriculture and
medicine; environmental impact assessment; marine wood biodeterioration; bioinvasion and
invasive species in the tropics; dendrochronology to assess climate change.

(6) The fascinating world of physics
Central Mechanical Engineering Research Institute, Durgapur, 26 – 31 May 2008

Convener : J K Bhattacharjee, IACS, Kolkata

Co-ordinator : J Basu (CMERI, Durgapur)

Speakers : H S Mani (IMSc, Chennai), A Dutta (IIT, Kanpur), J K Bhattacharya (SN Bose Institute,
Kolkata), Sayan Kar (IIT, Kharagpur), P Majumdar (SINP, Kolkata)

Participants : About 38 students and teachers from various schools and institutions in Durgapur

Unlike the usual 2/3 days lecture workshops for students/teachers, the format of this programme
was slightly different. It was for 6 days and meant for senior school students to expose them to the
fascinating world of physics. The 38 students were selected on the basis of their performance in a
written test of 2-hr duration, out of 65 students from different schools in and around Durgapur. The
following lectures were delivered: Relativity (H S Mani); mechanics (A Dutta); practical mathematics
(J K Bhattacharya); the story of light and quantum world (S Kar); gravity (P Majumder).

A feedback received from the students indicates that most of them found the lectures "quite easy"
or "about right" and only a small fraction found it "somewhat difficult".

(7) Physics/Chemistry/Mathematics
Christ College, Bangalore, 9 August, 6 September 2008

Conveners : Diptiman Sen, S Umapathy, S Mahadevan (IISc, Bangalore), Mythily Ramaswamy (TIFR
(CAM), Bangalore)

Co-ordinator : Sheela Chacko, Christ College, Bangalore

(8) 150 years since Darwin: Behavioural adaptations and evolution
Sophia College, Mumbai, 29 – 30 August 2008

Convener : L S Shashidhara, IISER, Pune

Co-ordinator : M C Arunan, Sophia College, Mumbai

Speakers : L S Shashidhara and A Ghose (IISER, Pune), Satyajit Rath (NII, Delhi), Suren Ghaskadbi (ARI,
Pune), Medha Rajadhyaksha (Sophia College, Mumbai), Anindya Sinha (NIAS, Bangalore), Mewa
Singh (University of Mysore)

Participants : About 263 students and faculty from various colleges and institutions in Mumbai

Topics covered : Evolution of insect wings; the many facets of adaptations for immunity; genes,
signals and stem cells in hydra: insights into evolution of developmental mechanisms; issues on
teaching evolution; morphological and social evolution among Indian Macaques; evolution of
dispersal and resource partitioning behaviour in wild mammals; building nervous system.
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(9) Current trends in biology and biotechnology
Bharathidasan University, Tiruchirappalli, 19 – 20 September 2008

Convener : P N Rangarajan, IISc, Bangalore

Co-ordinator : Vasanthi Nachiappan, Bharathidasan University, Tiruchirappalli

Speakers : G Padmanaban, D N Rao, P N Rangarajan, P B Seshagiri, Ram Rajasekharan, (IISc,
Bangalore), P Gautam (Anna University, Chennai)

Participants : About 275 participants from various colleges in Trichy

Topics covered : Molecular medicine; how enzymes act as catalysts; biology of mammalian
blastocyst hatching; molecular engineering of enzymes; embryonic stem cell technology and its
implications; triacylglycerol (oil) biosynthesis; gene regulation in yeast cells the methanol switch;
molecular dynamics imulation of lipases; synthesis of diacylglycerol, the anti besity oil; bioanalytical
techniques in protein chemistry; vaccine development.

(10) Frontiers in biosciences
Wilson College, Mumbai, 19 – 20 September 2008

Convener : Tarala Nandedkar, NIRRH, Mumbai

Co-ordinator : Ajit D Dange, Wilson College, Mumbai

Speakers : SK Apte (BARC, Mumbai), S Shivaji (CCMB, Hyderabad), A Sen Majumdar (RLS, Mumbai),
P Balaji (IIT, Mumbai), V Nanjundiah (IISc, Bangalore), D Modi (NIRRH, Mumbai)

Participants : About 188 participants from various colleges in Mumbai

Topics covered : Genetic engineering of microbes for environmental bioremediation; icy continent
of Antarctica; umbilical cord mesenchymal stem cells and human embryonic stem cell line;
bioinformatics; ethics in science; nucleic acid amplification.

(11) Mathematics orientation programme
MES College, Bangalore, 20 September 2008

Convener : MK Ghosh, IISc, Bangalore

Co-ordinator : TT Srinivasan, MES Science Centre

Speakers : G Rangarajan, MK Ghosh, Siddhartha Gadgil (IISc, Bangalore)

Participants : About 60 participants from various colleges in Bangalore

Topics covered : Group theory; probability; calculus.

(12) Nanosciences to nanotechnology: Basics to applications
St. Pious College, Hyderabad, 23 – 24 September 2008

Convener : T P Radhakrishnan, University of Hyderabad, Hyderabad

Co-ordinator : Mala Das Sharma, St. Pious College, Hyderabad

Speakers : Lalji Singh (CCMB, Hyderabad), T P Radhakrishnan, S N Kaul, and M J Swamy (University of
Hyderabad), K Vijayamohanan, B L V Prasad (NCL, Pune), B Sreedhar (IICT, Hyderabad)

Participants : About 236 participants from various colleges and institutions in Hyderabad

Topics covered : What makes us human?; nanomaterials; chemistry and the world of smart
nanomaterials; ligands; magnetism at nanometer length scale; nanoscience and nanotechnology:
surface characterization; nanobiotechnology.
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(13) Probing electronic states in molecules and molecular materials
Bharathidasan University, Tiruchirappalli, 24 – 27 September 2008

Convener : S Ramasesha, IISc, Bangalore

Co-ordinator : M Palaniandavar, Bharathidasan University, Tiruchirappalli

Speakers : M K Mishra (IIT, Bombay), P K Das and S Ramasesha (IISc, Bangalore), K L Narasimhan
(TIFR, Mumbai)

Participants : About 105 students and faculty from Bharathidasan University, Tiruchirappalli

Topics covered : Introduction to molecular materials; electrons in molecules; probing electron
states; molecular magnets; laser spectroscopy; nonlinear optics of molecules, molecular devices;
electrons in polymers.

(14) Recent trends in molecular biology
Gulbarga University, Gulbarga, 26 – 27 September 2008

Convener : K Muniyappa (IISc, Bangalore)

Co-ordinator : T B Karegoudar (Gulbarga University)

Speakers : K Muniyappa, K Somasundaram and Patrick D'Silva (IISc, Bangalore),
K V A Ramaiah, Anand Kondapi, S Dayananda (University of Hyderabad)

Participants : About 300 PG students from various departments of Gulbarga University

Topics covered : Genomics of microbial pathogens and discovery of new antimicrobial agents;
genomics in cancer diagnosis and treatment; the process of biological protein synthesis; protein
folding and transport across cell organelles; bioinformation processing; organization and regulation
of organophosphate degrading (opd) gene in soil bacteria; covalent modifications of proteins
and translational control; protein degradation in eukaryotic system; organophosphate hydrolase
(OPH): mechanism of membrane targetting heterologous expression, biotechnological applications;
molecular modelling; stem cells and cancer stem cells; Telomeres.

(15) Genes genomics and gene technology
Bishop Cotton Women’s Christian College, Bangalore, 10 – 11 October 2008

Convener : V Nagaraja, IISc, Bangalore

Co-ordinator : Sharmila Wesley, Bishop Cotton Women’s Christian College, Bangalore

Speakers : D N Rao, K P Gopinathan, Umesh Varshney, S Mahadevan, P Ajith Kumar, P N Rangarajan,
P Kondiah, and Parag Sadhale (IISc, Bangalore)

Participants : About 180 students from colleges in Bangalore

Topics covered : Restriction modification enzymes as guardians of prokaryotic genome; Phage
lambada and transduction; gene and genome structure; genome and gene mapping in bacteria;
genetic engineering and its applications; gene therapy; gene expression analysis by including PCR
technology; micro-arrays quantitating gene expression; regulation of gene expression metagenomics.

(16) Materials science and nanotechnology
Bangalore University, Bangalore, 30 – 31 October 2008

Convener : H A Ranganath, NAAC, Bangalore

Co-ordinator : L Gomathi Devi, Bangalore University

Speakers : C N R Rao (JNCASR, Bangalore), V Venkatraman, Praveen C Ramamurthy, S Venugopal,
S A Shivashankar, and S Sampath (IISc, Bangalore), Dharma Prakash (BMS College of Engineering,
Bangalore)
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Participants : About 803 students and faculty from various colleges in Bangalore

Topics covered : Chemistry of nanomaterials; quantum mechanics and semiconductor
heterostructures; organic electronic devices; fabrication of nanometals; binary and ternery metallic
oxides aided by microwave irradiation of metalorganic complexes; nanoparticles: building blocks
for nanotechnology; nanomaterials; self-assembled monolayer system.

(17) Proteins as drug targets
Yenapoya University, Mangalore, 20 – 21 November 2008

Convener : H S Savithri, IISc, Bangalore

Co-ordinator : Vinitha R Pai, YMDC, Mangalore

Speakers : H S Savithri, M R N Murthy (IISc, Bangalore), B S Viswanath (University of Mysore), A G Appu
Rao (CFTRI, Mysore)

Participants : About 275 students and staff from various colleges in Mangalore

Topics covered : X-ray diffraction; purification and characterization I&II; structure function relationship
of proteins I; PLA2 enzymes as an anti-inflammatory target; recent advances in structural virology;
methods of bioinformatic analysis; protein-ligand interactions; SHMT: an alternate target for cancer
chemotherapy; interactions of isoflavones with serum albumin; structure of proteins.

(18) Computational biology
Aurora College, Hyderabad, 21 – 22 November 2008

Convener : Shekhar Mande, CDFD, Hyderabad

Co-ordinator : K M R Nambiar, Aurora College, Hyderabad

Speakers : H A Nagarajaram (CDFD, Hyderabad), Saraswathi Vishweshwara, and M Vijayan (IISc,
Bangalore), Naveen Sivadasan, Sharmila Mande (TCS, Hyderabad), Deva Priya Kumar (IIIT,
Hyderabad), Somdatta Sinha (CCMB, Hyderabad)

Participants : About 187 students and staff from Aurora College and other colleges in Hyderabad

Topics covered : Protein structure networks; computer-aided drug design; biomedical literature
mining; predicting protein folds; application of genome informatics to understand bacterial
pathogenicity; simple approach to design in biological pathways; bioinformatics.

(19) Current trends and challenges in life sciences
St. Xaviers College, Mumbai, 26 November–19 December 2008

Convener : Shobhona Sharma, TIFR, Mumbai

Co-ordinator : Sheela Donde, St. Xaviers College, Mumbai

Speakers : Amitabha Mukhopadhyay (NII, New Delhi), Swati Patankar and Rohit Srivastava (IIT,
Mumbai), Shobhona Sharma, Vidita Vaidya (TIFR, Mumbai), Saman Habib (CDRI, Lucknow), Neeraj
Jain and Soumya Iyengar (NBRC, Manesar), Sorab Dalal (ACTREC, Navi Mumbai), Dhananjaya
Sarnath (Reliance Life Science, Navi Mumbai), Devashish Rath (BARC, Mumbai)

Participants : About 187 students and staff from various colleges in Mumbai

Topics covered : Hemoglobin endocytosis; genome analysis of P. falciparum; immunity to malaria:
does it lead to pathology?; human genetic variation and susceptibility to falciparum malaria in
India; the plastic brain; mapping melancholy with motherless mice; songbirds – a model system for
studying nature–nature interactions; nanotechnology in biosensors; plakophilin3 inhibits neoplastic
progression and stimulates desmosome formation; molecular medicine – a paradigm shift in health
management; genomics and its applications.
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(20) Analytical chemistry and environmental sciences
Mar Ivanios College, Thiruvananthapuram, 11 – 12 December 2008

Convener : M S Gopinathan, IISER, Thiruvananthapuram

Co-ordinator : Abraham George, Mar Ivanios College, Thiruvananthapuram

Speakers : S M Khopkar (IIT Bombay), S Arunachalam (BARC), K N Ninan (IIST, Thiruvananthapuram),
S Achari (CUSAT, Kochi), C S P Iyer (IITM-K, Thiruvananthapuram), Abraham George (Mar Ivanios
College, Thiruvananthapuram), M S Gopinathan (IISER, Thiruvananthapuram)

Participants : About 198 students and staff from various colleges in Kerala

Topics covered : What is new in the periodic table?; spectroscopic methods in environmental
monitoring; nuclear methods; analytical errors and their measurement; IR and Raman spectroscopy;
analytical chemistry in oceanography; electrochemical methods; modelling in analytical chemistry;
separation methods.

(21) Laser spectroscopy and its applications
A.V.C. College, Mayiladuthurai, 13 December 2008

Convener : Siva Umapathy, IISc, Bangalore

Co-ordinator : A Venkatesan, A.V.C. College, Mayiladuthurai

Speakers : Siva Umapathy (IISc, Bangalore), R Eichberger Hahn-Meitner (Berlin), Mangala Sunder
Krishnan (IIT, Chennai), T Gustafson (Ohio State University)

Participants : About 125 students and staff from A.V.C. College, Mayiladuthurai and other colleges
in Tamil Nadu

Topics covered : Applications of laser in the field of chemistry and biology; photovoltaic system;
recent trends in molecular spectroscopy; IR and Raman spectroscopy.

(22) Advances in chemistry
Aditanar College of Arts and Sciences, Thiruchendur, 19 – 20 December 2008

Convener : R Ramaraj, MKU, Madurai

Co-ordinator : S Balakumar, Aditanar College of Arts and Sciences, Thiruchendur

Speakers : S Vasudevan and S Natarajan (IISc, Bangalore); M Palaniandavar (Bharathidasan
University); K Pitchumani and S Rajagopal (Madurai Kamaraj University); D Ramaiah (NIIST,
Thiruvananthapuram)

Participants : About 280 students and staff from various colleges in Tamilnadu

Topics covered : Host-guest chemistry on layered solids; the use of inorganic co-ordination chemistry
in the preparation of new functional solids; chemistry in zeolites; activation of dioxygen molecule:
challenges and achievements; photodynamic therapy of cancer and related aspects; flurophore
labelled aptamers as biosensors; host–guest chemistry in cyclodextrin nanocavities.

(23) Evolution
Aurobindo PU College, Shimoga, 3 January 2009

Convener : L S Shashidhara, IISER, Pune

Co-ordinator : K Nagaraj, Aurobindo PU College, Shimoga

Speakers : S K Saidapur (Karnatak University, Dharwad); S Mahadevan (IISc, Bangalore); Mewa
Singh (University of Mysore); L S Shashidhara (IISER, Pune)

Participants : About 150 students and staff from various colleges in Shimoga

Topics covered : Theory of evolution; evolution in the microbial world; evolution in ecosystems;
evolution of mind and consciousness.
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(24) Evolution and natural selection
Mar Athanasios College for Advanced Studies, Tiruvalla, 29 – 30 January 2009

Convener : V Nanjundiah, IISc, Bangalore

Co-ordinator : Biju Dharmapalan, Mar Athanasios College for Advanced Studies, Tiruvalla

Speakers : V Nanjundiah, S Mahadevan, K Praveen Karanth and Renee M Borges (IISc, Bangalore)

Participants : More than 200 participants from 15 institutions in Kerala

Topics covered : The origin of species after 150 years; origins of genetic variation; microbial evolution;
basic population genetics; basic molecular phylogenetics; the evolution of social behaviour; co-
evolution.

(25) Mathematics
St. Josephs College, Bangalore, 30 – 31 January 2009

Convener : Mythily Ramaswamy, TIFR-CAM, Bangalore

Co-ordinator : Renee D'Souza, St. Josephs College, Bangalore

Speakers : K B Athreya, (University of Iowa), Mythily Ramaswamy, Amit Apte and C Praveen (TIFR-
CAM, Bangalore)

Participants : About 92 students from various colleges in Bangalore

Topics covered : Probability; mathematical modeling of atmosphere and ocean; application of
differential equations; numerical methods and improved techniques.

(26) Evolutionary biology
Abasaheb Garware College, Pune, 12 – 14 February 2009

Convener : Milind G Watve (Abasaheb Garware College, Pune)

Speakers : Madhav Gadgil (Agharkar Research Institute, Pune), V Nanjundiah, S Mahadevan (IISc,
Bangalore), Amitabh Joshi (JNCASR, Bangalore), Anil P Gore (Pune), Neelesh Dahanukar, R Uma
Shaanker, K N Ganeshaiah (UAS, Bangalore),  T R Rao, M G Watve ((Abasaheb Garware College,
Pune), Suthirth Dey (IISER, Pune), P P Majumder (ISI, Kolkata), K S Nagaraja

Participants : 120 students and faculty from various colleges in Pune

Topics covered : Major transitions in evolution; evolution and chance; evolution as an experimental
science; experimental design to study evolution; evolutionary game theory; parent offspring conflict
in plants; evolution of insect plant mutualism; on being the right size; evolutionary psychology;
interface of ecology and evolution; origin of genetic variation; drawing evolutionary inferences
from DNA sequences; evolutionary medicine; evolution of languages.

(27) Immunolgy in health and disease
Maharani Lakshmi Ammanni College for Women, Bangalore, 26 – 27 February 2009

Convener : V Nagaraja, IISc, Bangalore

Co-ordinator : M B Nagaveni, Maharani Lakshmi Ammanni College for Women, Bangalore

Speakers : Dipankar Nandi, Dipshikha Chakraborty, Anjali K Karande, R Manjunath, K N Balaji and
P N Rangarajan (IISc, Bangalore), V Ravi (NIMHANS, Bangalore), Udaykumar Ranga (JNCASR,
Bangalore)

Participants : About 250 students from various colleges in Bangalore

Topics covered : The arsenals of the adaptive immune system; toll-like receptors in health and
disease; the technology that changed serology; design and development of immunodiagnostics;
the was and is of immunology; why the immune system fails to contain HIV?; host-bacterial responses
during mycobacterium tuberculosis infections; vaccines.
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(28) Frontier lectures in chemistry
V. V. Pura College of Science, Bangalore, 26 – 28 February 2009

Convener : H A Ranganath, NAAC, Bangalore

Co-ordinator : K G Srinivasamurthy, V. V. Pura College of Science, Bangalore

Speakers : P Balaram, T N Guru Row, K J Rao, S Vasudevan, P Ajit Kumar, S Ramkrishnan,
K R K Easwaran, Anil Kumar (IISc, Bangalore), B K Sadashiva (RRI, Bangalore), N Chandra Bhas,
Shiva Prasad (JNCASR, Bangalore)

Participants : About 216 students from various colleges in Bangalore

Topics covered : Mass spectroscopy in structural analysis of biomolecules; single crystal structure
related to chemical activity; use of EXAFS in structural studies; magnetochemistry; analytical
techniques for biomolecules; application of NMR spectroscopy to the structure of polymers; molecular
shape and liquid crystallinity; ORD-CD techniques for biomolecular structure; NMR spectroscopy
and its applications to molecular structure determination; MRI and quantum computing; application
of Raman Spectroscopy; XPS in surface analysis.

(29) Frontier topics in physics
Chikkanna Govt. Arts College, Tiruppur, 27 – 28 February 2009

Convener : M Lakshmanan, Bharathidasan University, Tiruchirapalli

Co-ordinator : P R Kumar, Chikkanna Govt. Arts College, Tiruppur

Speakers : M Lakhmanan, K Jagannathan (Bharathidasan University, Tiruchirapalli),
R Sankaranarayanan (NIT, Tiruchirapalli), G Baskaran, Rahul Sinha (IMSc, Chennai), K Ganesan (VIT
University,Vellore)

Participants : About 155 students and staff from various colleges in Tiruppur

Topics covered : Introduction to solitons/nonlinear dynamics; quantum computing; condensed
matter physics; chaotic dynamics and secure communication; elementary particle physics;
introduction to nanoscience/technology.

(30) Mathematics
National Degree College, Basavanagudi, Bangalore, 27 – 28 February 2009

Convener : M K Ghosh, IISc, Bangalore

Speakers : K Varma, Basudeb Datta, A K Nandakumaran and E K Narayanan (IISc, Bangalore)

Participants : About 103 students and faculty from different colleges of Bangalore

Topics covered : Integral theorems; graph theory and its applications; partial differential equations
and its applications; complex analysis.

(31) Biological Sciences
Vivekananda College, Tiruvedakam West, Madurai, 12 – 13 March 2009

Convener : G Marimuthu (Madurai Kamaraj University, Madurai)

Co-ordinator : P Rajendran (Vivekananda College, Madurai)

Speakers : Dinakaran Michael (Lady Doak College, Madurai), Hussain Munawar, S Krishnaswamy,
R M Pitchappan, V J Kavitha (MKU, Madurai), Karutha Pandian (Alagappa University, Karaikudi),
D Balsubramanian (LVPEI, Hyderabad)

Participants : About 150 students from various colleges of Madurai

Topics covered : Immunology and human health; genetic engineering at genome level;
bioprocessing of marine microbial wealth; Darwin 200 — evolution in biology; genomic technologies
and migration of man; reading the human genome.
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(32) Frontiers in chemistry
National College, Tiruchirappalli, 13 – 14 March 2009

Convener : M Palaniandavar (Bharathidasan University, Tiruchirappalli)

Co-ordinator : M Murali (National College, Tiruchirappalli)

Speakers :  M Periasamy (University of Hyderabad, Hyderabad),  P K Das, S Natarajan, B R Jagirdar
(IISc, Bangalore), P R Athappan, R Ramaraj (MKU, Madurai), M S Balakrishna, K P Kaliappan (IIT,
Mumbai),  V Subramanian (CLRI, Chennai), P Ramamurthy (University of Madras, Chennai)

Participants : About 250 students and faculty from various colleges of Tiruchirappalli

Topics covered : Methods and materials of organic synthesis and energy applications; femtochemistry;
new manifestations of inorganic coordination chemistry; our dwindling fossil fuels: important
challenges in chemistry today; targeted metal complexes; designing and fine-tuning of phosphorus
based ligands with functionalities for transition metal chemistry and catalytic reactions; organic
synthesis: where are we now; self-assembly and structural motifs in molecular clusters; nanostructured
metal particles embedded in assembly systems for catalysis and sensors applications; fluorescence
spectroscopy and its applications.

(33) Nanoscience and technology
Yenepoya Research Centre, Mangalore, 23 – 24 March 2009

Convener : K J Rao (Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore)

Co-ordinator : Syed Akheel Ahmed (Yenepoya University, Mangalore)

Speakers : K J Rao, S B Krupanidhi, K K Nanda, Satish Patil (IISc, Bangalore), S Sampath (University of
Mysore, Mysore), Manjunatha Pattabhi (Mangalore University, Mangalore)

Participants : About 260 students and faculty from colleges from Surathkal, Manipal, Mangalore

Topics covered: Quantum dots and device applications; nanomaterials in electrochemistry; some
synthetic protocols and few applications of nanomaterials; few applications of nanostructural
materials; organic nanomaterials for energy devices; nanomaterials for disease fighting.

(34) Frontiers in chemistry
HKRH College, Uthamapalayam, 27 – 28 March 2009

Convener : M Palaniandavar (Bharathidasan University, Tiruchirappalli)

Co-ordinator : S A Noor Mohamed (HKRH College, Uthamapalayam

Speakers: C Srinivasan, R Ramaraj, S Rajagopal, K Pitchumani (MKU, Madurai),
S Natarajan (IISc, Bangalore), P T Manoharan, P Selvam (IIT, Chennai),  R Murugavel, KP Kaliappan
(IIT, Mumbai), A Ilangovan (Bharathidasan University, Tiruchirappalli)

Participants : About 250 students and faculty from various colleges in Theni Dt, Madurai

Topics covered : The fascinating nano-forms of carbon; from co-ordination chemistry to material
chemistry; nanoscience and nano technology, nano materials, catalysis and sensors; photo processes;
role of cyclodextrins in supra molecular chemistry; lewis octet: how relevant modern main group
chemistry; organic synthesis; from a simple organic molecule to a drug.
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10 WOMEN IN SCIENCE
The Council of the Indian Academy of Sciences (IAS) had, in January 2003, constituted a committee

to address issues concerning women scientists. This led to the formation of a Panel "Women in

Science" (WiS), in January 2005, to study the current status of women scientists as well as the problems

faced by them, in the Indian context, and to recommend suitable remedial measures.

The Panel, currently chaired by Prof. Rohini M Godbole, has the following members:

Vineeta Bal (National Institute of Immunology, New Delhi)

R J Hans-Gill (Panjab University, Chandigarh)

Raghavendra Gadagkar (IISc, Bangalore)

Vidyanand Nanjundiah (IISc, Bangalore)

Ramakrishna Ramaswamy (JNU, New Delhi)

Pratima Sinha (Bose Institute, Kolkata)

Some of the major initiatives undertaken so far by the Panel include:

1. Role model Programme  This programme involves organizing national seminars aimed at inspiring

and motivating young women to take up a career in science.

‘Lilavati’s Daughters: The Women Scientists of India’  This volume published by

the Academy is a collection of (auto)biographical essays of about 100 women

scientists from India and is a small but important step in understanding how a

woman can manage a successful career in science, despite the constraints.

2. Discussion Session: Women in Science  During the Annual Meeting of the

Academy in Delhi in November 2008, a Panel discussion on women in science

was organized.

3. Study of “leaky pipeline”  A survey on ‘Trained scientific woman power: How much are we

losing and why?’ has been undertaken by the WiS Panel to identify factors involved in the choices

made by women to choose careers outside science, and in the process, to address the issue of

“leaky pipeline”.

The Academy particularly seeks the assistance of its Fellowship in furthering the role model programme

by conducting more seminars in the country. Suggestions from Fellows for further programmes to

be instituted under the activities of the Panel are also welcome.

Some details on the above initiatives are given below:

Role model programme:

This programme helps women students to interact with working scientists and help them in their

career, both academic and social, by conducting a series of national seminars under the broad

programme ‘Women in Science: A Career in Science’. In these seminars women scientists talk

about their work, usually followed by a panel discussion on issues of women in science. The panel
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includes speakers as well as invitees who have given a serious thought to the subject. The seminars

also provide information on career options for women in the field of science, which will hopefully

inspire and motivate young women to take up a career in science. The seminars organized so far

by the WiS Panel are:

(a) Cochin University of Science and Technology, Cochin, April 05, 2008

(b) St. Xavier’s College, Ahmedabad, September 13, 2008

(c) Sanatana Dharma College, Alappuzha, November 29, 2008

(d) IIT Madras, December 20, 2008

More such seminars are planned for the later part of 2009.

Discussion Session: Women in Science

The 74th Annual Meeting of the Academy held at IIT Delhi, included a discussion session on Women

in Science on 1 November, 2008. The members who participated were Vineeta Bal, Raghavendra

Gadagkar, Saman Habib, Indira Nath and Sujatha Ramdorai. There was a lively discussion between

the panel and the audience and many relevant points were made. Issues such as gender bias,

under-representation and promotion of women in science were discussed at length. The summary

of these discussions will form the basis of a possible position paper on the subject.

‘Lilavati’s Daughters: The Women Scientists of India’

This publication of the Academy, coedited by Ramakrishna Ramaswamy and Rohini Godbole,

was released by the President of the Academy D. Balasubramanian during the Annual Meeting of

the Academy on 31 October 2008. It is a collection of (auto)biographical essays of about 100

women scientists from India. Covering a range of disciplines, these women scientists talk of what

brought them to science, what kept their interests alive, and what helped them achieve some

measure of distinction in their careers. What makes a successful career in science possible? Many

answers to this question can be found in these essays.
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The book is directed towards the reading public.

A young student with research ambitions will

find this an important collection where she or

he can learn first-hand of women who

functioned and achieved their goals in the

Indian social and academic environment.

Others will also find the essays to be of value

and interest for what they say, and, as is often

the case for what they do not say…

Reviews and feedback about Lilavati’s Daughters

Since its release the book has been getting positive feedback from readers with several interesting

reviews in journals such as Nature (Vol. 460, 27 August 2009, p.1082) and Chemical & Engineering

News and reviews in newspapers and magazines such as The Hindu, The Indian Express, Deccan

Herald and The Mint. The volume has already been translated and published into other Indian

languages such as in Loksatta (Marathi), Sandarbh and Srote (Hindi). Translation into other languages

is in progress and efforts will be made to make the book reach as many people as possible.

The Department of Science & Technology, New Delhi is also helping in promoting the book by

releasing funds for distributing 1000 copies of the book in India and abroad.

Study of “leaky pipeline”

A survey entitled ‘Trained scientific woman power: How much are we losing and why?’ aims at

identifying women who have a Ph.D in pure and applied sciences, engineering and medicine but

have chosen, for various reasons, careers that do not make use of their academic qualification.

The survey also includes men and women who are practising science at different levels, with a

view to understanding factors responsible for the loss of women scientists in our country (leaky

pipeline). Separate databases with over 2000 women scientists and 400 men scientists have been

created and questionnaires sent to them. The unique feature of this survey is the participation by

both natural and social scientists in its formulation. With the data collection part of the survey

completed, the analysis of the data is in progress and a report of the study is expected by the end

of this year.
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11 PLATINUM JUBILEE
PROGRAMME

The Academy is celebrating the Platinum Jubilee

this year by organizing a series of scientific and

educational events. The celebrations started

with a short inaugural programme at the

Faculty Hall of the Indian Institute of Science on

January 1, 2009. The occasion was marked by

the traditional lighting of the lamp by the

President and six former Presidents of the

Academy. A large number of local Fellows took

part in the ceremony. D. Balasubramanian spelt

out the new activities and initiatives planned

for the year. These include:

(a) monthly lectures and interactive sessions between scientists, students and scholars from other

disciplines of human endeavour; (b) platinum jubilee lectures by outstanding minds from India and

abroad; (c) platinum jubilee professorships for scientists from India; (d) special publication of invited

articles describing the current and future research trends in various disciplines of science,

(e) publication of an updated Directory of present and past Fellows and (f) three major platinum

jubilee scientific meetings and symposia, to be held in July, November and December 2009.

C N R Rao, K Kasturirangan,

N Kumar, O Siddiqi,  T V Rama-

krishnan and  R Narasimha, all past-

presidents, spoke on the occasion.

Congratulatory messages received

from Presidents of the Royal Society

and the National Academy of

Sciences and many distinguished

Fellows were read out.

A short scientific lecture by Renee

M. Borges of Centre for Ecological

Sciences, Indian Institute of Science was arranged on the topic "What's in an eye? Colour vision at

starlight in bees and exploiting the ultraviolet in hunting crab spiders."

Between January and March this year, the Academy organized 11 platinum jubilee lectures. These

are listed below:
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MARTIN KARPLUS (Harvard University, Cambridge, USA)

1. 15 January 2009, Institute of Genomics and Integrative Biology, New

Delhi

How proteins work: Insights from simulations

2. 20 January 2009, Central Glass and Ceramic Research Institute,

Kolkata

How proteins work: Insights from simulations

3. 22 January 2009, Indian Institute of Chemical Technology, Hyderabad

Motion, hallmark of life – from marsupials to molecules

RICHARD N ZARE (Department of Chemistry, Stanford University, Stanford,

USA)

4. 4 February 2009, Central College, Bangalore

Cars: chemistry in motion

Summary: When it comes to getting from here to there, chemistry is essential,

whether it be a trip to the local store to buy groceries or a shot into space

to explore the universe. Cars, for example, are truly chemistry in motion. Today's automobile relies

heavily upon chemical industry innovations to enhance performance, to provide safety for its

occupants, and to deliver fuel efficiency. Chemistry really keeps people moving! But what will the

car of the future be like and can the world sustain its environmental impact?

S R S VARADHAN (Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences, New

York University, New York, USA)

5. 4 February 2009, Indian Statistical Institute, New Delhi

Homogenization

Summary : In many situations, differential equations have coefficients that

are highly oscillatory functions. This often arises because of rescaling. One

is interested in the behaviour of the solutions after rescaling. The limit usually

satisfies a similar differential equation which is homogeneous in the space variables. The problem

is to prove it and identify the equation. Examples of different types were described.

6. 6 February 2009, Cochin University of Science and Technology, Kochi

Random walks and diffusions in a random environment

Summary : The connections between positive harmonic functions, Martin boundaries, large

deviations and Doob's h-transforms in the context of periodic and random environments were

discussed. While the situation is well understood in the periodic case, the random case is mostly

open.
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7. 11 February 2009, Indian Institute of Technology, Mumbai

Homogenization

8. 13 February 2009, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore

Large deviations and entropy

Summary : In probability theory one is often interested in estimating probabilities of rare events.

These being very small they are often measured in the logarithmic scale. Asymptotic evaluation of

these quantities depend very muchon the notion of entropy. This connection was explored.

R SHELDON POLLOCK (Columbia University, New York, USA)

9. 5 March 2009, Central College, Bangalore

Crisis in the classics

Summary : Knowledge of India's classical literary languages is fast

disappearing – and with it, India's sense of its past and therefore of itself.

The speaker bemoaned this catastrophic situation and mentioned possible

solutions.

GEORGE PHILANDER (Princeton University, USA, and Africa Centre for Climate and Earth System

Science, Cape Town, South Africa)

10. 13 March 2009, Indian Institute of Technology, New Delhi

How palaeoclimate studies can improve global warming forecasts

SANDIP PAKVASA (Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of

Hawaii, Honolulu, USA)

11. 31 March 2009, Jawaharlal Nehru Planetarium, Bangalore (in

association with Bangalore Association for Science Education)

From parity violation to Nobel 2008

Summary : The 2008 Physics Nobel Prize was shared by Yoichiro Nambu,

Makoto Kobayashi and Toshide Maskawa. Kobayashi and Maskawa were

recognized for their justly famous paper on "CP nonconservation in a renormalizable theory of

weak interactions". The story of the development since the discovery of parity violation in 1957 to

the final confirmation of the Kobayashi-Maskawa proposal was traced by the speaker.
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12 POST-SCHOOL SCIENCE
TEACHING PROGRAMME
This Academy, along with INSA (New Delhi) and NASI (Allahabad), has been jointly coordinating

and supporting several programmes relating to science education in the country. These are under

the overall supervision of the combined Science Education Panel which has members representing

the three Academies. In 2006, the three Academies had jointly submitted a proposal to the Planning

Commission for investments in higher education in science during the XI Plan and modalities for

utilization of the resources. The Panel has also been taking up important issues relating to science

education at UG/PG  and research levels in our universities and colleges. It has held discussions

with groups of teachers at various meetings of the Academy on improvements in the existing

situation as well as possible new initiatives. On 24 May 2008, a one-day meeting jointly supported

by the three Academies was held at Bangalore to discuss specifically the concept of a 4-year BS

programme for the country. Several heads of institutions, concerned individuals and many Fellows

in Bangalore participated in the meeting.

Based on inputs received, a Position Paper was drafted by a group which included N Mukunda, SC

Lakhotia, RC Budhani, BM Deb, V Balaji, N Sathyamurthy and S Umapathy. The draft was discussed

by Councils of the three Academies. A final document entitled “Restructuring post-school science

teaching programmes” incorporating the comments received was jointly released. This was sent

to heads of several Government science agencies,  Vice-Chancellors, Science Advisory Committees

and Councils of the country, the Prime Minister, Deputy Chairman of the Planning Commission,

and Central Ministers for HRD and S&T .

An executive summary of the Document appears in Annexure 7a. Two major components of the

document are: improvements in the present curricula and patterns of teaching sciences at UG and

PG levels, the introduction initially in selected institutions of a new 4-year BS Programme after the

12th Standard. The Academies hope that this will give an opportunity to considerably improve the

quality, content and integrity of teaching the fundamentals of the sciences to our most talented

students, preparing them in a much better way than presently for careers in research as well as

teaching.

A special brainstorming session to present this document and have extensive discussions on it was

held at INSA, New Delhi on 12 January  2009 attended by a large number of heads/representatives

of agencies, institutions, including UGC, AICTE, MHRD, DST, ICMR, Office of the Principal Scientific

Adviser to Prime Minister, and Fellows of the Academies. Based on the discussions at this meeting,

the Science Academies have made several recommendations for implementations. These are

summarized in Annexure 7b.
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13 CONFERENCE ON OPEN ACCESS
The Indian Academy of Sciences, National Aerospace Laboratories and Centre for Internet and

Society jointly organized a one-day conference on "Scholarly communication in the age of the

commons (Open access)" at Bangalore on 24 March, 2009.

Welcoming the gathering Dr A R

Upadhya, Director, NAL, informed that

the Council of Scientific and Industrial

Research had adopted a policy of open

access and soon all CSIR laboratories

would have their own repositories and

all journals brought out by CSIR would

be made open access.

In his keynote address, Prof. N Mukunda set the tone with the question that struck at the very roots

of privatization of knowledge. Had Einstein, a patent office clerk doing research in his spare time,

been living today how would he be able to publish his papers paying journal publishers thousands

of dollars as publication fees?

Prof. John Willinsky of Stanford University told that one is no longer living in the age of Newton and

Darwin, both of whom used printing technology and books to disseminate their research findings.

Today we have much better technologies and we must use them. A number of open initiatives are

actively resisting the extension of intellectual property rights. Among these developments, three

prominent instances – open source software, open access to research and scholarship, and open

science – share not only a commitment to the unrestricted exchange of information and ideas, but

economic principles based on (1) the efficacy of free software and research; (2) the reputation-

building afforded by public access and patronage; and, (3) the emergence of a free-or subscribe

access model. He wanted knowledge to be looked at as public good rather than intellectual property.
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Dr D K Sahu of MedKnow Publications showed with ample data how open access publishing

without charging author side fees could be win-win for all stakeholders – societies owning journals,

authors, the online OA publisher and above all the readers.

Prof. Leslie Chan of the University of Toronto spoke about the importance of both open access

institutional repositories and about open access journals especially for researchers in developing

countries. Using Worldmapper data he showed the poor showing of developing countries in key

indicators.

Mr Sunil Abraham of the Centre for Internet and Society spoke about the role of copyright in scholarly

communication and in particular about the weaknesses of Protection and Utilization of Public

Funded Intellectual Property Bill 2008 being considered by the Indian Parliament.

The conference ended with a panel discussion moderated by Prof. P Balaram, Editor of Current

Science.

At the end of the day, it was clear that while open access is gaining acceptance, a lot remains to

be done in translating this awareness into concrete action. As Prof. Mukunda said, we have miles

to go before we sleep.

14 ADDITIONAL OFFICE SPACE
The Academy offices were

functioning from two floors in two

different buildings (total floor area

700 sq.m ) housing over 55 members

of permanent and temporary staff.

Considerable expansion of the

present activities as well as new

ones in recent times has severely

constricted the working space for

staff. To ease the situation, it was

decided in 2007 to construct an

additional second floor over the

existing old building of the

Academy. The construction started late 2007 and the new floor was completed and taken over in

March 2009. An additional office space of 633 sq.m  thus became available.  This floor now houses

the publication staff of Current Science and some of the Academy journals besides two meeting

rooms. An annexe was also added to house the despatch section, computer servers, UPS/electrical

units, a seminar room, an archives room, and a staff lounge. The total cost of construction including

the interiors amounted to Rs 133.50 lakhs.
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15 FINANCES
The accounts for the financial year 2008–09 were audited by a firm of chartered accountants. A

summary of the income and expenditure for 2008–2009 is given below:

16 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
The Academy’s publication activities are largely due to the voluntary and unpaid services of Editors,

Members of Editorial Boards and the large number of reviewers who examine and comment on

manuscripts sent to them for opinion. Several Fellows also contributed their services to other Academy

activities such as organizing annual meetings and discussion meetings and conducting programmes

on science education, etc. The generous financial assistance by Department of Science and

Technology has greatly contributed to the success of the activities undertaken by the Academy.

The local organizing committee of the 74th Annual Meeting at Delhi made all arrangements for a

successful annual meeting.

Income Plan/Non Plan
Rupees (in lakhs)

Grant – DST 468.50

INSA/NASI 97.45
(for sci. ed.

programmes)

Journal
subscriptions 67.32

Others  16.18

Deficit 93.57

743.02

Expenditure Plan/Non Plan
Rupees (in lakhs)

Journal printing
(including Current Science) 155.61

Science education programmes 150.78

Construction of additional floor 103.04

Salaries 106.66

Annual/mid-year meetings 52.86

Postage 29.63

Others (Maintenance of building,
equipment, special publications,

pension fund, modernization, etc.) 144.44

743.02
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TABLE 1
Information about published pages in journals (January to December 2008)

Vol.No. No. of No. of Total No. of   **
issues papers pages 2008

1. Bulletin of Materials Science  31 7 157 1042 �406

2. Current Science 94,95    24 409 3318* �346

3. J. Astrophys. Astron. 29 4    51 414 �180

4. Journal of Biosciences  33 5    84 825 �550

5. Journal of Chemical Sciences 120 6    75 662 �8

6. Journal of Earth System Science 117 8    85 1002 �404

7. Journal of Genetics  87 5    69 536 �230

8. Pramana  70,71    12  249       2608 �191

9. Proceedings (Math. Sci.) 118 4    46 648 �62

10. Resonance 13    12  112        1090 �53

11. Sadhana – Engg. Sci. 33 6    51  846 �145

Total - - 1388      12991 �677

* including briefer items such as news, correspondence, etc.  ** As compared to last year’s figures

TABLE 2
Information on papers submitted for publication (January to December 2008)

Accepted Rejected Pending Total **

1. Bulletin of Materials Science 116 70 295 481 �333

2. Current Science 677 1427 131 2235* �74

3. J. Astrophys. Astron. 7 22 8 37 �31

4. Journal of Biosciences 97 351 5 453 �20

5. Journal of Chemical Sciences 69 299 20 388 �173

6. Journal of Earth System Science 50 97 12 159 �31

7. Journal of Genetics 87 181 5 273 �82

8. Pramana 87 267 104 485 �73

9. Proceedings (Math. Sci.) 34 145 31 210 �67

10. Resonance 30 60 24 114 �22

11. Sadhana – Engg. Sci. 22 164 88 274 �85

Total 1276     3083         723  5082 �689

* including briefer items such as news, correspondence, etc.  ** As compared to last year’s figures
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TABLE 3a
 Progress report of 2008 from Springer

Subscriptions Usage**

International International Downloads Downloads
institutional print institutional online from from

subscriptions subscriptions SpringerLink SpringerLink

2007 2008 2007 2008 2007 2008

Bulletin of Materials Science 15 18 1582 6526 11639 46061

J. Astrophys. Astron. 82   64 1557 3594 1000 7648

Journal of Biosciences 31 32 1576 3687 4123 24937

Journal of Chemical Sciences 12 10 1571 3558 2578 19990

Journal of Earth System Science 17   17 1752 3631 2061 14416

Journal of Genetics 74 44 1568 3857 426 4640

Pramana 18 18 1710 3496 2500 26677

Proceedings (Math. Sci.) 38   32 1694 3941 1000 5777

Resonance 13   13 1614 3473 684 26287

Sadhana 11   14 1736 3585 9397 21055

** Full-text download from SpringerLink

TABLE 3
Circulation details of journals (January to December 2008)

Subscription Complimentary Fellows & Total **

India Foreign India Foreign

1. Bulletin of Materials Science  1923a 50 83 25 99 2180 �157

2. Current Science 5030c 340d 160 55 81 5666 �201

3. J. Astrophys. Astron. 869 150 70 22 78 1189 �91

4. Journal of Biosciences  1843 75 100 120 238 2376 �116

5. Journal of Chemical Sciences 1371 50 73 82 140 1716 �148

6. Journal of Earth System Science 848 75 67 100 87 1177   �90

7. Journal of Genetics 1301 125 80 62 165 1733 �68

8. Pramana 1652 75 102 46 164 2039 �132

9. Proceedings (Math. Sci.) 1335 75 88 90 94 1682 �98

10. Resonance 5576b 51 240 7 – 5874 �156

11. Sadhana – Engg. Sci. 1174 50 63 30 103 1420 �105

a.  Includes about 650 MRSI members in India and abroad
b.  includes about 2320 personal subscribers
c.  includes about 1590 personal subscribers
d.  includes about 292 complimentary copies sent to Third World Countries
** As compared to last year’s figures

Associates
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E Arunan

Indian Institute of Science,
Bangalore

Sp: Molecular and van der Waals
Spectroscopy; chemical kinetics
and dynamics

Hemalatha Balaram

Jawaharlal Nehru Centre for
Advanced Scientific Research,
Bangalore

Sp: Biochemistry; molecular
enzymology; molecular parasitology

Gufran-Ullah Beig

Indian Institute of Tropical
Meteorology, Pune

Sp: Atmospheric sciences; global
change and the atmospheric
environment

Anil Bhardwaj

Vikram Sarabhai Space Centre,
Thiruvananthapuram

Sp: Planetary and space Sciences;
multi-wavelength observations;
energetic neutral atoms imaging

Renee M Borges

Indian Institute of Science,
Bangalore

Sp: Evolutionary biology; behavioural
ecology

Sudip Chattopadhyay

National Centre for Plant Genome
Research, New Delhi

Sp: Plant molecular biology (signal
transduction)

ANNEXURE 1 NEW FELLOWS (effective 1 January 2009)

Chetan E Chitnis

International Centre for Genetic
Engineering and Biotechnology, New
Delhi

Sp: Molecular parasitology; vaccine
development; malaria; molecular &
cell biology

Saumitra Das

Indian Institute of Science,
Bangalore

Sp: Molecular virology; molecular
and cell biology

Basudeb Datta

Indian Institute of Science,
Bangalore

Sp: Combinatorial and pl topology;
combinatorial and differential
geometry

Dilip D Dhavale

University of Pune, Pune

Sp: Synthesis of natural products;
carbohydrate chemistry

Aswini Ghosh

Indian Association for the Cultivation
of Science, Jadavpur, Kolkata

Sp: Condensed matter and materials
physics; disorder and nanomaterials

Rajesh Gopakumar

Harish Chandra Research Institute,
Allahabad

Sp: Theoretical physics, primarily
quantum field theory and string
theory
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Ajit K Kembhavi

Inter-University Centre for
Astronomy and Astrophysics, Pune

Sp: Astronomy; astrophysics;
gravitation theory

Rentala Madhubala

Jawaharlal Nehru University, New
Delhi

Sp: Molecular parasitology

A C Mishra

National Institute of Virology, Pune

Sp: Epidemiology of viral infections;
zoonotic disease diagnostics;
vaccine development

B Srinivasa Murty

Indian Institute of Technology,
Chennai

Sp: Non-equilibrium processing;
nanocrystalline materials & metallic
gases

R Murugavel

Indian Institute of Technology,
Mumbai

Sp: Inorganic and organometallic
chemistry

Arun Kumar Nandi

Indian Association for the
Cultivation of Science, Kolkata

Sp: Polymer crystallization and
gelation; polymer nanocomposites;
supramolecular polymers

Yadati Narahari

Indian Institute of Science,
Bangalore

Sp: Game theory; mechanism
design; electronic commerce
internet; network economics

S Natarajan

Indian Institute of Science,
Bangalore

Sp: Inorganic materials chemistry;
solid state chemistry

Soniya Nityanand

Sanjay Gandhi PG Institute of
Medical Sciences, Lucknow

Sp: Immunology; hematology

A J Parameswaran

Tata Institute of Fundamental
Research, Mumbai

Sp: Algebraic geometry: singularity
theory; vector bundles

T Pradeep

Indian Institute of Technology,
Madras, Chennai

Sp: Molecular and nanoscale
materials; nanoscience and
nanotechnology; molecular surfaces;
ion scattering; instrumentation

G P S Raghava

Institute of Microbial Technology,
Chandigarh

Sp: Bioinformatics particularly
genome annotation; functional
annotation of proteomes; searching
drug targets; subunit vaccine design

V Ramgopal Rao

Indian Institute of Technology,
Mumbai

Sp: Nanoelectronics;
nanotechnology

Saurabh D Rindani

Physical Research Laboratory,
Ahmedabad

Sp: Particle physics
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Ghosh, Subir Kumar

(b. 01.03.1932, d. 30.10.2008)

Elected: 1989

Sp: Structural geology

Gopalakrishna, A

(b. 20.10.1922, d. 20.09.2008)

Elected: 1974

Sp: Mammalian reproduction &
embryology; anatomy, physiology
& biology of bats

ANNEXURE 2 FELLOWS DECEASED

Rajendra P Roy

National Institute of Immunology,
New Delhi

Sp: Synthetic protein chemistry;
biological chemistry

Parag P Sadhale

Indian Institute of Science,
Bangalore

Sp: Molecular biology; transcriptional
regulation in eukaryotes

S Sampath

Indian Institute of Science,
Bangalore

Sp: Interfacial electrochemistry;
nanostructured materials; fuel cells
& supercapacitors; electrochemical
sensors

Srikanth Sastry

Jawaharlal Nehru Centre for
Advanced Scientific Research,
Bangalore

Sp: Statistical mechanics; liquids;
glass transition

Narendra Tuteja

International Centre for Genetic
Engineering and Biotechnology,
New Delhi

Sp: Molecular biology; DNA
replication; plant abiotic stress
tolerance

P N Vinayachandran

Indian Institute of Science,
Bangalore

Sp: Physical oceanography; ocean
modelling; physical-biological
interactions in the ocean.

Chunli Bai

Chinese Academy of Sciences
(CAS), Beijing, China

Richard N Zare

Stanford University, Stanford, USA

HONORARY FELLOWS

Kondal Rao, N

(b. 15.07.1924, d. 22.10.2008)

Elected: 1975

Sp: Metallurgy, nuclear fuel
fabrication technology

Krishna Rao, G S

(b. 26.10.1926, d. 16.12.2008)

Elected: 1987

Sp: Organic chemistry
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Sachdev, P L

(b. 06.01.1937, d. 14.02.2009)

Elected: 1984

Sp: Applied mathematics, nonlinear
waves, nonlinear diffusion,
dynamical systems, fluid
mechanics, differential equations

Sarma, N V G

b. 16.09.1932, d. 05.12.2008)

Elected: 1989

Sp: Radio astronomy

Sundaram, C V

(b. 07.11.1929, d. 15.08.2008)

Elected: 1974

Sp: Extractive metallurgy of rare
materials, special materials
development for nuclear reactors

Sundaram, K

(b. 12.11.1926, d. 20.05.2008)

Elected: 1974

Sp: Radiation biology, nuclear
medicine, immunology

Verma, A R

(b. 20.09.1921, d. 04.03.2009)

Elected: 1974

Sp: Solid state physics, optics &
crystallography

Manna, G K

(b. 10.10.1926, d. 25.12.2006)

Elected: 1978

Sp: Animal cytogenetics, radiation
biology, chemical & living
mutagenesis

Pant, Devi Datt

(b. 14.08.1919, d. 11.06.2008)

Elected: 1970

Sp: Spectroscopy

Ramakrishnan, Alladi

(b. 09.08.1923, d. 08.06.2008)

Elected: 1955

Sp: Stochastic processes, matrix
analysis, elementary particles and
relativity

Rangarajan, S K

(b. 09.09.1932, d. 29.04.2008)

Elected: 1974

Sp: Electrochemistry, theoretical
chemistry

Rao, K R

(b. 07.05.1936, d. 02.12.2008)

Elected: 1986

Sp: Phonon physics; neutron beam
research

Rodriguez, P

(b. 05.10.1940, d. 31.08.2008)

Elected: 1993

Sp: Mechanical metallurgy, nuclear
materials, materials science &
engineering
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Anand, V G

Indian Institute of Science
Education & Research, Pune

Sp. Bio-inorganic chemistry; pi-
conjugated macromolecules;
supramolecular chemistry

Dixit, N M

Indian Institute of Science,
Bangalore,

Sp. Theoretical and computational
biology

Karthikeyan, T

Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic
Research, Kalpakkam

Sp. Physical metallurgy; materials
characterization

Mahajan, N

Physical Research Laboratory,
Ahmedabad

Sp. Theoretical high energy physics

Maulik, Krishanu

Indian Statistical Institute, Kolkata

Sp. Stochastic modelling

ANNEXURE 3 NEW ASSOCIATES 2008

Mitra, Abhijit

Indian Institute of Technology,
Guwahati

Sp. Signal processing; wireless
communication; communication
networks

Pal, Bipul

Indian Institute of Science Education
and Research, Dt. Nadia

Sp. Semiconductor physics; laser
spectroscopy; quantum information
processing

Parthasarathi, R

Central Leather Research Institute,
Chennai

Sp. Theoretical and computational
chemistry

Sandeep, K

TIFR Centre for Applicable
Mathematics, Bangalore,

Sp. Elliptic PDE; nonlinear analysis;
calculus of variation

Lorenz, Edward N

(b. 23.05.1917, d. 16.04.2008)

Elected: 1981

Neuweiler, G

(b. 18.05.1935, d. 15.08.2008)

Elected: 1992

HONORARY FELLOWS DECEASED
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ANNEXURE 4 NINETEENTH MID-YEAR MEETING
(4 – 5 July 2008, Bangalore)

A. Special Lectures

1. A Surolia, National Institute of Immunology, New
Delhi

The joy of exploring the rich repertoire of carbohydrate
motifs and their shapely lectin receptors

2. Srikumar Banerjee, Bhabha Atomic Research
Centre, Mumbai

Structural transitions: Discrete versus continuous

B. Public Lecture

Anil Kakodkar, Atomic Energy Commission, Mumbai

Development of  nuclear energy in India : Rationale
and perspectives

C. Lecture Presentations by Fellows/Associates

1. S Mittal, Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur

Flow in the air-intake of a high speed aircraft

2. Archana Bhattacharya, Indian Institute of
Geomagnetism, Mumbai

The variable sun and an irregular ionosphere

3. E Krishnakumar, Tata Institute of Fundamental
Research, Mumbai

Chemical control using electrons

4. K P Vijayamohanan, National Chemical
Laboratory, Pune

Impact of hybrid nano-materials on energy research

5. R Goswami, All India Institute of Medical Sciences,
New Delhi

Paradox of vitamin D deficiency in sunny India and its
significance

6. Anil K Gupta, Indian Institute of Technology,
Kharagpur

Spatial and temporal changes in the Indian monsoon
system during the past 450 kyr

7. J Radhakrishnan, Tata Institute of Fundamental
Research, Mumbai

Communication complexity

8. Qudsia Tahseen, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh

Nematodes: The incredible metazoans

9. P K Gupta, Raja Ramanna Centre for Advanced
Technology, Indore

Biophotonics – studies at RRCAT

10. Yashwant Gupta, National Centre for Radio
Astrophysics, Pune

The magnetism of neutron stars

11. V K Yadav, Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur

How far can one go with silicon?

12. P Senthil Kumar, National Geophysical Research
Institute, Hyderabad

Meteorite impact cratering processes

13. R S Gokhale, National Institute of Immunology,
New Delhi

How metabolic diversity could be generated from
limited number of genes

14. G K Dey, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre,
Mumbai

High resolution electron microscopy of novel materials

15. Anil K Ghosh, Indian Statistical Institute, Kolkata

Multi-scale smoothing in supervised statistical learning

16. Pritam Mukhopadhyay, Jawaharlal Nehru
University, New Delhi

Self-assembly processes in organogel and its
applications

17. D P Sarkar, University of Delhi South Campus,
New Delhi

A histidine button of the hemagglutinin-neuraminidase
protein triggers paramyxovirus cell membrane fusion

18. P Thanikaivelan, Central Leather Research
Institute, Chennai

New paradigms in leather science: A journey from
process to product

19. Arabinda Chaudhuri, Indian Institute of Chemical
Technology, Hyderabad

Cationic lipopeptide in targeted cancer therapy

20. V M Katoch, National Jalma Institute, Agra

Drug-resistant tuberculosis: Current status and
emerging scenario  in India

21. K Ullas Karanth, Centre for Wildlife Studies,
Bangalore

Science of monitoring wildlife populations
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ANNEXURE 5 SEVENTY-FOURTH ANNUAL MEETING
(31 October – 2 November 2008, New Delhi)

A. Presidential Address

D Balasubramanian, L V Prasad Eye Institute,
Hyderabad

The human eye lens: A tissue that age does wither,
custom does stale

B. (a) Symposium: Complexity and computation
in the natural sciences

1. Rahul Pandit, IISc, Bangalore

An overview of the symposium

2. M Barma,, TIFR, Mumbai

Complexity in stochastic processes and statistical
physics

3. Somdatta Sinha, CCMB, Hyderabad

A simple approach to study designs in complex
biochemical pathways

4. BN Goswami, IITM, Pune

Computing grand challenge of projecting Indian
monsoon in a changing climate

5. Rahul Pandit, IISc, Bangalore

Complexity in turbulence

(b) Symposium: Energy

1. G Rajeswaran, Moser Baer Photovoltaic Ltd, New
Delhi

Silicon-based photovoltaic technologies

2. R Rajaraman, JNU, New Delhi

Nuclear power – Present status and future prospects

3. Pushpito K Ghosh, CSMCRI, Bhavnagar

CSMCRI’s engagement in energy from bio-resources

(c) Symposium: Women in Science

Panel members include:

Vineeta Bal

Raghvendra Gadagkar

Saman Habib

Sujatha Ramdorai

Indira Nath

Shanti Prasanna

C. Special Lectures

1. A K Sood, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore

Fascinating dynamics of soft matter

2. K Muralidhar, University of Delhi

Mammalian prolactin – An ancient but still a
mysterious hormone

D. Public Lectures

1. Narayani Gupta, Jamia Millia Islamia, New Delhi

 Delhi – The city of many gates

2. C. Rangarajan, Member, Rajya Sabha

The state of Indian economy – Achievements and
challenges

E. Lecture presentations by Fellows/
Associates

1. K George Thomas, NIIST, Thiruvananthapuram

Optical properties of hybrid nanomaterials

2. Usha Vijayraghavan, IISc, Bangalore

The making of a flowering stem: Lessons from
molecular genetic analysis of flowering in model plants

3. V Suresh, University of Hyderabad, Hyderabad

Isotropy of quadratic forms

4. Mammen Chandy, CMC, Vellore

Research on haematology at Vellore: From bedside
to bench

5. K Krishna Kumar, IITM, Pune

Impact of climate change on India’s monsoonal
climate: Present status and some outstanding issues

6. Banibrata Mukhopadhyay, IISc, Bangalore

Measuring spin of black holes in the universe

7. Dulal Panda, IIT, Mumbai

Microtubule dynamics, mitosis and cancer
chemotherapy
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8. Ashwini Nangia, University of Hyderabad,
Hyderabad

Crystal engineering: Polymorphs, cocrystals and
network solids

9. Ganesh Subramanian, JNCASR, Bangalore

The role of inertia in micro-scale transport processes

10. PK Das, IISc, Bangalore

Chemical applications of second harmonic Rayleigh
scattering

11. Anil Kumar, NGRI, Hyderabad

Kimberlites: As probes of the Earth’s mantle

12. US Bhalla, NCBS, Bangalore

How mammals discriminate odorant identity and
location

13. AB Pandit, University of Mumbai

Cavitationally-induced transformations: An emerging
technology

14. SK Apte, BARC, Mumbai

Living dangerously: The deinococcus way

15. SM Sharma, BARC, Mumbai

High pressure investigations of some exotic materials

16. K Somasundaram, IISc, Bangalore

Genomic and proteomic approaches in cancer
classification and treatment

17. Umesh V Waghmare, JNCASR, Bangalore

Soft modes in hard materials

18. Imran Siddiqi, CCMB, Hyderabad

Gamete formation without meiosis in plants

1. A stabilized power supply giving 30 V (max) 2 A
(max).

2. An on-off temperature controller with Pt 100 sensor.

3. A tubular furnace of 2 cm going up to 300 C with
two inserts.

4. Two constant current sources. Each source has
two ranges: Low current range: 1 µA to 20 mA. High

current range 20 µA to 500 mA (continuous operation).
The source can provide currents up to 1A for
intermittent operation.

5. Two DC differential amplifiers. Each can
accommodate three inputs. Amplification 10 or 100.
Off set adjustment and reversal switch are provided.
Useful for measuring thermo-emfs.

6. Two signal generators: Sine, square or triangular
output 30 Hz to 50 kilo-Hz in four ranges. Panel meter
indicates frequency up to 7 V rms (peak to peak
amplitude 20 V).

7. AC bridge circuit: can realize Maxwell’s, DeSauty’s
and Anderson’s bridges.

8. A power amplifier capable of delivering a power of
10 W in the frequency range 30 to 30,000 Hz.

9. Capacitance circuit. Measures up to 200 pfd. DC
output proportional to capacitance. Useful for
measuring dielectric constants of liquids.

ANNEXURE 6 KIT FOR EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS

6a 6a 6a 6a 6a LIST OF COMPONENTS IN THE KIT

10. Thermal relaxation time measurement circuit.
Measures the relaxation time of a serial light bulb and
verifies the Debye relaxation formula.

11. Lock-in-amplifier. Measure rms AC voltage from
20 µV to 500 µV. 500 µV AC gives a maximum DC
output of about 2.5 V. Leads are taken from various
points to illustrate the principle of phase-sensitive
detection.

12. An insert in the furnace to measure the thermoemf
of a Cu-constantan thermocouple as function of
temperature in the range of 30 to 150 C and to measure
the forward voltage of a Sidiode as a function of
temperature for constant forward current. Both can
be used as temperature sensors.

13. An insert to the furnace to measure the temperature
coefficient of resistance of copper and the energy band
gap of a semiconductor.

14. A set-up for verifying Stefan’s law of radiation and
measuring Stefan’s constant.

15. A set-up for measuring the thermal conductivity
and electrical conductivity of copper and finding the
Lorentz number.

16. A set-up for measuring thermal diffusivity of brass.

17. A capacitor box to verify the law of addition of
capacitances in series or in parallel.
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The enormous potential for India to become a leading
knowledge power in the coming years can be realized
only if our younger generation has opportunities for
all-round good education and training, especially in
science and technology. Unfortunately, however, the
present state of higher education in the country is
rather poor. In order to make it more relevant to the
changing needs of society and thus to propel India to
a position of leading knowledge power, we need
massive investments as well as well-planned radical

ANNEXURE 7 POST-SCHOOL SCIENCE
TEACHING PROGRAMMES

18. A cylindrical capacitor for measuring the dielectric
constant of benzene and the dipole moment of
acetone.

19. A R-L-C box for AC experiments.

20. A primary and secondary coil of 10 to 20 micro-
Henries mutual inductance.

21. A low resistance box for measuring resistance of
about 0.1 ohm.

22. A box for studying load regulation of the constant
current source.

23. A calibration box for differential amplifier.

6b 6b 6b 6b 6b USING THIS KIT, THE FOLLOWING EXPERIMENTS CAN BE DONE

7a 7a 7a 7a 7a EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

changes in our higher education system. The Science
Academies had, earlier in 2006, submitted a detailed
proposal to the Planning Commission for investments
in higher education in Science during the XI Plan
period and modalities for utilization of the resources.
The three Science Academies of the country are now
proposing changes that are needed in our college and
university education in Sciences to meet the emerging
challenges.

1. Load regulation of the constant current source.

2. Temperature variation of thermo-emf of a Cu-
Constantan thermocouple.

3. Si diode as temperature sensor.

4. Temperature coefficient of electrical resistivity of
copper.

5. Activation energy for conductivity of a doped
semiconductor.

6. Verification of Stefan’s law of radiation.

7. Measurement of thermal and electrical conductivity
of copper.

8. Measurement of thermal diffusivity of brass.

9. Verification of the law of addition of capacitances in
series and parallel.

10. Measurement of dielectric constant of benzene
and dipole moment of acetone.

11. Verification of Debye’s relaxation formula.

12. Variation of impedance of a coil with frequency
and measurement of inductance.

13. Measurement of the variation of the phase angle
of the voltage across a coil relative to current as a
function of frequency.

14.Variation of impedance of a capacitance with
frequency and measurement of capacitance.

15. Series resonant circuit.

16. Parallel resonant circuit.

17. Maxwell’s Bridge: Comparison of inductances.

18. DeSauty’s Bridge: Comparison of capacitances.

19. Anderson’s bridges: Measurement of L/C ratio.

20. Study of operation of a phase-sensitive detector
and calibration of the lock-in-amplifier.

21. Study of mutual inductance with a lock-in-amplifier
to show that

i) the phase of the emf of secondary coil is 90 with
respect to the primary current;

(ii) mutual inductance is proportional to the frequency
of the primary current;

(iii) the secondary emf is proportional to the primary
current.
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The major drawbacks of our current post-school
science education are:

(1) compartmentalized teaching/learning of a few sub-
disciplines of science, (2) time and energy wasted in
sequential admissions to B.Sc., M.Sc. and Ph.D.
programmes, (3) repetition of topics at B.Sc. and
M.Sc. levels, (4) poor laboratory facilities and
consequent poor training of students in experimental
methods, (5) little exposure to research
methodologies, (6) limited options for movement
between science and technology streams.

Keeping these in view, it is suggested that a new 4-
year B.S. programme should be introduced, at select
institutions to begin with, which the +2 pass students
can join. Subsequently, the interested and competent
B.S. qualified students can directly join a dual degree
M.Sc., Ph.D. programme. If they wish to leave in
between, they can do so with an M.Sc. degree alone.
Those qualifying the 4-year B.S. or the ongoing B.Tech
can move from basic science to technology and vice
versa for further education, leading to M.Sc./M.Tech.
and/or Ph.D.

Considering the diversity of students’ needs, their
interests and capabilities on the one hand, and the
varied infrastructure and competence available in the
large number of teaching institutions in the country
on the other, it is suggested that the existing 3-year
B.Sc., 2-year M.Sc. and the integrated M.Sc. or
integrated Ph.D. programmes may also continue for
the time being.

The +2 qualified students would thus have any of the
following options for higher studies in science and
technology:

4-year B.S. followed by Ph.D. in basic sciences, with
a provision for early exit with M.Sc. degree or dual
degrees after completion.

4-year B.Tech. followed by Ph.D. in basic sciences.

4-year B.S. followed by M.Tech./Ph.D. in professional
(Technology) field.

3-year B.Sc. followed by 2-year M.Sc. and then Ph.D.
or 3-year B.Sc. followed by integrated M.Sc.-Ph.D.

3-year B.Sc. followed by 2-year B.Tech.

5-year integrated M.Sc. followed by Ph.D.

Vocational courses.

It is essential that all the existing B.Sc. and M.Sc. as
well as the proposed 4-year B.S. programmes follow
the semester pattern with credit-based courses. The
B.Sc. or B.S. curricula must provide a broad-based
learning rather than segregating ‘Bio-’ and ‘Math-’
groups very early. In addition, opportunities must be
available for students to take at least 15% of credits
through courses in other science disciplines and in
social science/arts etc. All science courses must have
good ‘hands-on’ laboratory training. The teaching
programmes should also include courses in research
methodology and communication skills.

There is a strong need for substantial improvement in
the quality and quantity of teachers at college as well
as university levels. Massive efforts for continuing
training of teachers to keep them abreast of
developments in science are required. A strong
experimentally-oriented science education system
would require massive investments for developing the
necessary infrastructure in universities and colleges
across the country.

Based on the discussions at the brain-storming
meeting, the Science Academies recommend the
following for implementation

1. The following multiple options be available to
students who have completed +2 level and wish to
continue in Science stream:

I) 3 year B.Sc. – 2 year M.Sc. – Ph.D. (existing)

II) 5-year Integrated M.Sc. programme, followed by
Ph.D. (existing)

III) 3 year B.Sc. followed by Integrated or dual-degree
M.Sc.– Ph.D. programme (existing)

IV) A 4 year B.S. (Honours) programme followed by
Ph.D. programme, without the need for a Master’s
degree (new, details given later)

V) Vocational courses to facilitate self-employment

2. Learning of Science (and all other disciplines) in all
the above models must be pyramidal and not a vertical
high-rise. The curriculum must provide a broad-based
training of different disciplines of scientific enquiry with
specialization introduced as

the student advances in training.

3. All courses should be semester-credit based.

4. The 1st two semesters of the 6 semester (3 years)
B.Sc. should provide for learning of all major science
disciplines by all students with the next four providing
core training in 2–3 disciplines; the last 2 semesters
may provide for Honours in one or two disciplines.

7b 7b 7b 7b 7b RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPLEMENTATION
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5. All semesters at B.Sc. and M.Sc. should provide
15–20% credits through courses in disciplines (in and
outside Science faculty) other than their major/honours
subjects, including communication skills.

6. Courses in highly specialized subjects like
Biotechnology, Bioinformatics, Computer Applications,
Nanotechnology, Nanobiotechnology etc should not
be allowed at School and undergraduate levels.

7. All core courses must provide for 30–40% credits
through laboratory/field work; several of the lab
exercises must be based on open-ended experiments.

8. Students at M.Sc. level must undertake a
dissertation and prepare a research project proposal.

9. After completion of the 6 semester B.Sc., provision
be made for a 2 year B.Tech/B.E. programme

10. A new 4 year B.S. Honours programme may be
introduced following which the graduates can join
Ph.D. programme:

I) The B.S. (Hons.) programme would be credit based
semester system available to those passing out of
the +2 level in Science stream

II) The first 4 semesters will cover all major science
streams as core courses. Students will opt for a Major/
Honours subject in the last four semesters. Each
semester would have 15–20% credits for elective
courses in other fields, including communication etc.
The last semester should provide research experience

III) On successful completion of the 4 year course,
they would be eligible for seeking admission to Ph.D.
programme, since it is expected that the 4 year period
would prepare them better than the conventional 3
year B.Sc. + 2 year M.Sc. courses and any deficit in
a specific area can be made up through courses during
Ph.D.

IV) The first two semesters of Ph.D. programme will
have credit-based lectures as well as laboratory
courses. Those not desiring to continue with Ph.D.
may exit after successful completion of the course
work with M.Sc. degree

V) The 4 year B.S. (Hons.) programme be introduced
only where a good research base is available.

11. Mobility within basic sciences and between basic
and professional courses be facilitated, including for
Ph.D.

12. A system for regulated transfer of credits from one
major to another major within the institute and also
between institutions may be evolved.

13. Vocational courses for those who complete +2 or
3 yr B.Sc., or 2 yr B. Tech. after 3 yr B.Sc. be
strengthened so that those not interested in an

academic career can take up self-employment or join
appropriate industry

14. Laboratory training courses be initiated to provide
for increasing need for laboratory technicians in
educational/research institutions and in industry

15. All science teaching colleges and universities must
have adequate laboratory facilities – this must be
rigorously monitored and audited

16. Simple and exciting experiments, doable with
minimal and inexpensive facilities, need to be designed
and popularised

17. The existing faculty must have opportunities for
continuous training in new concepts/techniques

18. Adequately trained and motivated new teachers
be regularly appointed on existing vacancies

19. The Science Academies may assist the
implementing agencies in preparing broad frameworks
of syllabi at various levels.
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RECEIPTS AND PAYMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2009
(Amount in rupees)

RECEIPTS 2008-2009 2007-2008

I Opening Balances:
a) Cash in hand 93,554 43,394
b) Bank balances 10,09,703 15,28,549

II Grants received:
a) From Govt. of India 4,68,50,000 4,51,00,000
b) From other sources 1,04,30,890 61,20,000

III Income on investments from
Earmarked endowment funds 5,68,125 57,16,894

IV Interest received:
a) On bank deposits (SB) 4,03,548 2,87,459
b) Loans, advances, etc. 24,000 Nil

V Other Income 1,23,13,581 72,56,262

VI Any other receipts:
Contribution to corpus fund 8,74,339 2,60,497

VII Investments matured 3,25,10,000 2,75,90,000

TOTAL 10,50,77,740 9,39,03,055

PAYMENTS

I Expenses:
a) Establishment expenses 1,34,65,804 86,33,004
b) Administrative expenses 4,86,49,273 4,48,36,794

II Investments and deposits made
out of own funds 2,79,00,000 3,03,30,000

III Expenditure on:
a) Fixed assets 19,20,740 Nil
b) Capital work in progress 31,00,000 90,00,000
c) Land 70,00,000 Nil

IV Other payments 1,20,931 Nil

V Closing balances:
a) Cash in hand 45,394 93,554
b) Bank balances 28,75,598 10,09,703

TOTAL 10,50,77,740 9,39,03,055

As per our report of even date annexed
For B.R.V. GOUD & Co
Chartered Accountants

Place: Bangalore Sd/- Sd/- Sd/-  Sd/-
Date: 25.06.2009 (D. Balasubramanian) (A.K. Sood) (G. Chandramohan) (A.B. Shiva

President Treasurer Executive Subramanyam)
Secretary Partner
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INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT FOR THE YEAR ENDED
31 MARCH 2009

(Amount in Rupees)

Particulars 2008-2009 2007-2008
A. INCOME Plan Non-Plan Plan Non-Plan

Grants/subsidies 5,25,45,070 41,80,000 4,74,00,000 52,20,000

Fees/subscriptions Nil 67,32,058 Nil 53,13,680

Income from royalty, publications etc. Nil 9,16,820 Nil 3,03,977

Interest earned Nil 4,03,548 Nil 2,87,459

Other income Nil 1,68,480 Nil 3,01,179

Total (A) 5,25,45,070 1,24,00,906 4,74,00,000 1,14,26,295

B. EXPENDITURE
Establishment expenses 28,00,000 1,06,65,804 Nil 86,33,004

Other administrative expenses 5,48,28,410 60,08,306 4,74,50,643 48,43,698

Total (B) 5,76,28,410 1,66,74,110 4,74,50,643 1,34,76,702

(Deficit) (50,83,340) (42,73,204) (50,643) (20,50,407)

As per our report of even date annexed
For B.R.V. GOUD & Co
Chartered Accountants

Place: Bangalore Sd/- Sd/- Sd/-  Sd/-
Date: 25.06.2009 (D. Balasubramanian) (A.K. Sood) (G. Chandramohan) (A.B. Shiva

President Treasurer Executive Subramanyam)
Secretary Partner

BALANCE SHEET AS AT 31 MARCH 2009
(Amount in Rupees)

31-3-2009 31-3-2008

SOURCES OF FUNDS
Corpus/capital fund 8,21,95,557 8,33,81,288

Earmarked/endowment funds 90,10,434   66,48,904

Current liabilities and provisions 88,26,038   57,81,120

TOTAL 10,00,32,029 9,58,11,312

ASSETS/APPLICATION OF FUNDS

Fixed assets 4,04,44,105 3,36,89,752

Investments: from earmarked/endowment funds 57,00,000    42,00,000

Investments: others 4,74,30,000 5,35,40,000

Current assets, loans, advances etc. 64,57,924   43,81,560

TOTAL 10,00,32,029 9,58,11,312

As per our report of even date annexed
For B.R.V. GOUD & Co
Chartered Accountants

Place: Bangalore Sd/- Sd/- Sd/-  Sd/-
Date: 25.06.2009 (D. Balasubramanian) (A.K. Sood) (G. Chandramohan) (A.B. Shiva

President Treasurer Executive Subramanyam)
Secretary Partner
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